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Battling the AIDS virus

Kenneth Kwala

Daily stall photographe

lw three main ini oral candidates, from left to right. Shirley ’,evils,
rank Hsu:dint and Smart II Jollier, ans%er questions at a forum held in
\larch.

Mayoral hopefuls
to come to SJSU
for forum today
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Candidates reaching for the high
profile job of San Jose Mayor will
try to increase their recognition
0
among the more than 28,500 SJSU
students and campus community
?
*
. 46
members.
The mayor’s forum, being held
today in the University Theatre
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.. is also a
unique opportunity for SJSU to
Julie Lynn Rogers Daily staff photographer
make itself part of the the candidates’ and hopefully the new
Jim Walters. associated students vice president, gets a pat from medi- Francisco Medical Center. Walters has been fighting the HIV virus
mayor’s
agenda, according to
cal assistant Sue Kuntz after enduring a lung probe at the C.C. San for more than four years. See story page 4.
Dr. Peter Haas.
"Potentially, (the forum) can be
very important because it gets the
university into the candidates’
agenda," said Haas, an associate
professor in the political science
department and organizer of the
forum.
By Jamie Pitts
"They’re going to have to take a
to provide students with low-cost
Daily staff writer
community health care sources for stance on issues related to the unidon’t
’Students
Steinhaiier
By Adam
Going to school and working
such things as fitness training. Ac- versity."
Daily staff writer
often doesn’t let SJSU students take the time for
The forum, which is co-sponquired Immune Deficiency Syncandidate
San Jose City Council
take much time out for their health.
drome (AIDS) services and nutri- sored by the Associated Students
health
because
David Pandori spoke and had abIn an effort to cut costs and
and the Academic Senate, includes
tion counseling.
sentee ballots distributed to an au- time. about 23 students organized
In order to find out her percent- Frank Fiscalini, Susan Hammer
they
don’t
have
dience of about 35 SJSU students a wellness fair held Monday.
age of body fat, Barbara Hulse, and Shirley Lewis, three candiwho were admitted at half-price to according to an organizer.
held both hands over her head dates considered to be in the forefthe time.’
the Camera 3 Theatre’s Tuesday
"I think students don’t take the
while she was measured by a ma- ront of the race.
Roman,
Rhonda
night showing of the 1990 Festival time for health because they don’t
The mayoral candidates will rechine. "This is very expensive, if
fair
organiser
of Animation.
have the time," said Rhonda
you don’t have health insurance spond to questions posed by the foPandori. a 1980 SJSU graduate Roman, a fair organizer.
you can’t get it done," Hulse. a se- rum’s moderator. KGO-TV regave a short speech before the film
Another reason students don’t Eleanor Armanasco, another fair nior Spanish major, said.’ I exer- porter Rigo Chacon. and audience
began, outlining things that the take time to get regular checkups is organizer.
cise regularly hut it doesn’t mean members will also be able to subcity "ought to do" to help the because "students between age 20
Without any monetary support, anything if I don’t know how to mit questions to candidates.
SJSU community.
and 26 think they are invincible the health science department’s evaluate it." she said.
Haas organized the event to inSee MOVIE, page 9 and it won’t happen to them," said 276 students worked all semester
See HEALTH FAIR, page 9 crease awareness of the mayoral
*

Candidate
seeks vote

Health fair held on campus

‘No issue has. . .
captured the
imagination of
the voters.’
Peter Haas
race in the campus community and.
to help define
the future:
relationship between the university
and the city.
Issues likely to be discussed by
the candidates are parking. housing and street regulation.
Haas speculated that the university has had trouble closing San
Carlos Street because of a lack of
communication and trust between
the university and the city "hut I
can’t say who has been uncommunicative."
The race for mayor should be interesting, Haas said, because the
incumbent, Torn McEnery, is unable to run for reelection, leaving
the field wide open for a newcomer.
"At this point, the candidates
are to the average voter indistinguishable," Haas said, "No issue
has surfaced which captures the
imagination of the voters."
Haas hopes that this forum will
not only capture the imagination of
the campus voters, but will impress upon the candidates the importance of including SJSU in their
future plans for San Jose.

Downtown redevelopers may have ignored SJSU
Editor’s Note: San Jose
has attempted to revitalize
its downtown in the past two
rears. However, some say
that the biggest employer
has
downtown
SJSU
been lost in the resulting
shuffle. This three part series of articles on the subject, written by students in
the Advanced Reporting
class, examines the issue.
Part two will appear tomorrow.
By Aldo Maragoni
Speciono the Daily

During the past decade, downtown San Jose underwent a major
revitalization program in an
attempt to bring life back into a virtually dead downtown.
But some people feel the rede-

velopment has forgotten about the
more than 28,500 students that go
to school right next door to downtownestablishing what has been
called the "Fourth Street wall."
During the past few years
though, city and university officials
have been meeting and developing
ways to improve the relationship
and to break apart the "wall."
Present development may not
have much to offer students, but
future plans seem to have the university population in mind, according to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
"We have a definite relationship
with the downtown," she said.
"I don’t think people realize the
extent to which our students benefit
from the development in terms of
night life and job opportunities."
One of San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery’s plans when he took
office eight years ago was to bring
the downtown back to life. In doing

so, city officials decided to plan the
growth in terms of phases, according to Fullerton.
"It’s understandable that the first
phase concentrated on retail that
would appeal to the people who
frequent the Fairmont Hotel and the
Convention Center," she said.
"That was the first part of the plan."
Fullerton said it wouldn’t be
until the second phase begins in the
next few years that shops appealing
to students and faculty members
will be built.
According to Dennis Korabika,
a senior development officer for the
a
Agency,
Redevelopment
Wherehouse record store is moving
in under the Colonnade apartment
complex on Fourth and San Carlos
streets within the year. Korabika
said the store will be the first
among many targeted specifically
toward students.
Downtown has made inroads to
the university.

In 1980, Fullerton was asked by
then-San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes to sit on the first Downtown
Working Review Committee in
order to discuss with city officials
issues concerning the university.
The committee is responsible for
planning future downtown development_
Though Fullerton has taken
some criticism in her years as president for the way she has dealt with
downtown and bettering the university’s relationship with San Jose,
many people tend to think she has
done a good job.
"Some of the criticism may be
well-founded," said Scott Knies,
executive director of the
Downtown Association, "but she
has done quite a bit since she’s
been president."
Knies, an SJSU alumnus, mentioned that Fullerton has sat on the
Downtown Working Review
Committee and other committees to

represent the interests of SJSU.
"She has been a key factor in
helping relations and her moving to
the downtown has helped considerably," he said.
Fullerton was also asked to sit
on the second Downtown Working
Review Committee, which finished
its work in late January.
In the last one and a half years,
the city has updated its master plan
with the campus community in
mind, according to Korabika.
While the campus community
may be uyiig to better its relationship with the downtown, San Jose
City Couscil member Shirley
Lewis believes the efforts of both
sides have not been what they
should be.
"1 don’t believe the relationship
is as strong as it should be," she.
said, "In de ongoing relationship
between the university and San
Jose, I thisk there needs to be a
more formalized structure."

Lewis said frequent meetings
between the mayor and the university president would be a good way
to find out the concerns of both
sides.
Lewis’ feelings on the lack of
communication are shared by Blair
Whitney, Associated Students
director of community affairs elect.
"Nobody is publicizing the university," he said. Taking over as
community affairs director next
semester, Whitney will serve as the
main liaison between the university
and the city. To do a more thorough
job of letting the city know what
the university is concerned about,
Whitney suggested hiring a part- or
full-time lobbyist who could attend
meetings with city officials as well
as Whitney.
"I think it will make a difference
if we had a lobbyist who could go
to meetings," he said. "We could
See UNIVERSITY, page 5
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Sexism a double standard at Mills?
"4.11)k

of

days

ago

onoinic reasons. Mills College in Oakland announced it
%.1 ou Id take male undergraduates
tor the first time in its 138 -year
history.
’the school’s Board of Trust c‘. announced to the students
the possibility of admitting men
into the undergraduate program
due to ION’ enrollment. The
Board of Trustees said enrollment had fallen to 777 and unless it increased to 13100, the
,hool may have to dip into its
endowment.
Students were so upset by the
kle1:1%1011 that they were wearing
"Better Dead than Coed"
shirts. They now are blockading
buildings. "girlcotting" classes
And proclaimed themselves
as opposed to
\40men They diin’t want to be
rsso, irted with mem.
I he situation at Mills College
contains an interesting paradox.
Since the ’60s and ’705. women
have been trying to get on an
equal footing with men.
There are um% laws that make
it illegal for employers and others to discriminate on the basis
of sex.

REPORTERS’ FORUM
.411.

BY EDWIN ACEVEDO
In 1947. a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling said the Rotary
Club could not exclude women
on the basis of being a social organization
Some analysts told U.S.
News and World Report the niling could he used against any
men-only organization.
Now in the face of possible
coeducation. Mills students are
fighting mad. The graduate program takes men, hut the students want the Mills’ undergraduate program to remain
exclusively for women.
Some argue that single-sex
schools are supposed to he bet-

ICR for women because the students feel more positive about
the school, strive harder to learn
and have more academically inclined friends.
I asked a woman working at
the bookshac what she thought
about the situation. She said it is
nice for women to have a place
to go to school without having
to compete with men.
However, she added, it is a
competitive world. Eventually.
they y4111 have to compete with
men alter they graduate.
I think she makes a good
point.
Maybe it is sexist of me to
think the Mills College uproar is
a double standard. But if this
happened at an all -male school,
there would be charges of sexism.
The faculty and staff at Mills
have thrown their support to the
students. The hoard is currently
reconsidering its decision.
Maybe an all -male group will
challenge the decision if the
hoard changes its mind - if
there are any all -male groups
left.
Edwin Acevedo is a Daily
staff writer.

Teachers: Let kids be kids for a while
My pahns are sweating and
my smile quickly becomes stale
as I dig my thumbnail into my
right palm. Crossing and unen ,ssing my legs. I self-consciously. adjust my skirt that is
now hiked up above my knees.
Then the interviewer poses the
question I dread the most: "So,
what do you see yourself doing
in five or 10 years?"
The future. Hmm.
I haven’t a clue what I’ll he
doing this weekend, let alone in
the year 2(XX).
Friday. more than 2,(NX) kit
derganners are expected to visit
SALL and according to one teacher. they already know what
then majors will be.
Why do I feel so unorganized
all of a sudden?
These six -year-olds have already begun to plan their future
at SJSU. By the time they enter
college, they probably will have
mastered Computer Assisted
Registration, and have memorized where Building Q and
Admissions and Records are located (though I challenge the
little tikes to find One Washington Square).
Their teachers claim some of
the tots have even talked about
what they want to do careerwise. Sure, all kids wanted to be
Jacques Cousteau, Olivia Newton-John or Jane Curtin on SNL
hack in the mid ’70. I ( )1( well

EDITORS’ F SRUM

I haven’t a clue
what I’ll be doing
this weekend, let
alone in the year
2000.
as least I did.)
Today. most kids aspire to be
a colorful animated mutation of
a cartoon character.
More than likely, you said
you wanted to be a veterinarian,
a ballerina, a lawyer or a doctor
when asked by some towering
figure.
The truth is we want to he
what our parents want us to
be
until we get wise, which
may come only after attending
college for 10 years and changing our majors five times.
The notion that kindergarteners would even know what

they want to do in the future is
ludicrous.
While the organizers of this
event probably mean well, they
are going about it all wrong.
Yes, getting a college education
is wonderful and marvelous, but
a one-day field trip to SJSU is
not going to convince anyone to
attend an institution of higher
not six learning certainly
ear-olds.
So organizers want to nuitiNate these kids and get them excited about learning. Great. But
the way to do that is through
having motivated teachers. The
key to opening kids’ minds 10
the Witirld around them and turning them on to learning is by
Imving encouraging role models
Kids need to he encouraged
to think creatively. They need to
believe their thoughts and ideas
are valid, not stupid if their answers are not necessarily what
the teacher is looking for.
Motivating students to stay in
school starts with instilling
pride in them, not by placing
unrealistic expectations on them
at such a young age.
Let them be kids for at least a
little while. I think their child17
hood is ample time say,
or 18 years.
Anne Dujmovic is the city editor.

Letters to the Editor

Professors please don t swear in class, it’s not effective
not belong at the classroom.
N
1 recently read an arti, le in the Spartan Daily
1 have held my tongue before reading this article
about a petition that would ban speakers from using because 1 currently have a professor who swears in
.#
petal. ethnic or sexist slurs in their speeches. I am not class. I have not spoken because I thought my grade
advocate of censorship. but I believe there is a time would possibly be affected.
.11m1 place for everything. Profanity. I believe. does
The Daily article spurred mc into action.
Teaching is an admirable profession. There is a
certain respect a teacher must command or he will not
be listened to. The professor I have has used the word
"bitch" in class to refer to a female literary figure. 1
found this to be offensive and sexist. I believe this
Published tot the University and the University Community
word is degrading when used in reference to women.
by theitepartment of Journalism and Mass
communications Since 1934
(Four letter words) have been used when other words
(UCPS 509-480)
could have been substituted.
-4 dar pram, pal San Mr (-Mama *Mr a CAMP. NOW1911p1.1 Nathan Panne
I find the use of profanity in the classroom irreleNbInhal andio be Sea JP. Sake UrenaMY darig the MM. are nre
tnd ere 44.4.4.,
vant and without purpose. If professors use profanity
linairann .11 Mee
. reit named In Pr ma se V. man" *me as. Deedeam
r mammas the (nava, Admemaon ann Pudrel a lenan Menuaker Prla
to shock students or make students take notice, they
rend
e reminder a....., bus Full wade,* es, 120 lab anena /WIC On now
succeed. But they don’t succeed in making me respect
"mops deka, rad Ice derain In...reale Rama Amen had a
rr
.npn is,,,.
rr per NI Pne winded oder Mee Famhe 924 TM didemong 9241279 Pruned S brie
them. Instead. I become angered.
The use of swear words in a university classroom
rrenanr Pear lad e1 alias pawnor. in Spann Ikelr, Salim nem Unnerav One Vilalm
’V.-, ran Me 0)5112
is. to me, offensive and distasteful. If profanity is not
allowed on television, why should it he allowed at an
STAFF
institute of higher learning such as San Jose State UniAldir Hangar
id., or 1 MI
versity?
leun Adman
Man.’ Dram
Am Deny.
ifs f dr.
Rachelle Cold
nomm &ran
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Raw Melad
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Editorial policy
The editorials that appear at the upper lefthand column of the Forum page reflect the majority
opinion of the Spartan Daily Editorial Board. The
board is made up of the Daily editors.

Column policy
Signed columns are written kr members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer and not the viewpoints of the newspaper staff
or department of journalism and mass communications.

Letters to the Editor

Learn the ID policies

Monkey business?

Editor.
I’ve been the door host of a nightclub for two
years now. I have taken well over 2(X) fake, borrowed
or altered IDs. I have also been forced to make a citizens arrest on three occasions when people wished to
force the issue of validity of their IDs.
We’ve all heard about The Pub’s refusal to allow
the use of out-of-state identification as proof of age of
a person’s right to consume alcohol.
Every student who pays fees here should be allowed to use all of the facilities. The law in California
states that after being in this state for 30 days you have
to get a Ciditiirnia-driyer’s licce.3e. The exception to
this rule is military personnel. who are not required to
get a new driver’s license because of their frequent
traveling.
The solution, for those of you who want to drink
on campus. is to get a California ID card. The cost for
one is $6. There is a wait of up to six weeks for your
identification (actually it takes about two weeks). For
that period you wouldn’t be able to drink, at least not
at The Pub.
There are a variety of ways for the Pub to check
your 113 and the Alcohol Beverage Control comes
down here once every semester to refresh them on
these ways. The main thing they can do is check for a
second piece of identification and refuse to admit you
on that basis (we all have student IDs). In cases where
they think the student ID has been altered they can
match the Social Security Number on the card with
your supposed birthplace. This can be done with a
little table in the back of the ID Checker’s Guide. This
also works with military identification and the state of
Virginia driver’s license
Benjamin P. Cochran
Advertising
Senior

Editor.
This is in response to GALA’s May 7 Campus
Voice article.
Fred Taleghani has pricked a sensitive area with
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance. Mr. Taleghani said
GALA had received $4,182.60, but GALA says it
only received $2,500. Why is GALA being subsidized by the A.S.?
GALA says it "provides educational services to
the campus community at large." So does the College
Republicans, but they aren’t subsidized, although
there are more Republicans than homosexuals on
campus.
GALA states that there are "3,7(X) gay, lesbian
and bisexual students." Surely, if each of these people donated $10 a year to GALA, GALA’s activities
could continue. Jim Walters, an active A.S. member
who ran for A.S. president, was once a GALA member. Perhaps there is some monkey business going on.
Why should our fees subsidize GALA? Especially since most heterosexuals on campus do not use
GALA’s "educational services."
If the Gay and Lesbian Alliance gets A.S. I unds.
perhaps a club should be formed in which the other
more normal 6.300 students can join, such as the Heterosexual Alliance. Its purpose could be to provide
educational services to the community at large, presenting male/female concerns aimed toward improving the relationships between males and females.
I bet GALA would be very shocked, and screams
of homophobia would echo throughout the school if
the Heterosexual Alliance were formed.
Carlo F. Ariani
Junior
Finance
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Man saves two in Oakland
OAKLAND. Laid. (AP)
A
market clerk is credited with possibly saving the lives of two young
girls from a 17-bullet volley of
gunfire that resulted in one death
and one injury, police said
"I thought I’d he less than a
man if I didn’t try to help them."
said 30-year -old Troy Gray. reterring to the Monday night sheeting
at the MS Market in east Oakland.
-I have two kids and I hope someone would do the same tor me.
Police Sgt. Arthur Roth said a
car stopped outside the market and
three men got out, peered into the
store and started shooting as they
spotted Tenon Cooper. 26, and his
companion. Frank Callum, 21.
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Li

YesterDailv
ate not
Erik Chatman. suspected tit the
on Camino every day. YesterDady stabbing-death 01 RstsJi1111:1 Lui
provides readers with a recap of Hue at a Photo Drne -up on 11th
the previous day’ s top stories.
and San Carlos, was captured in
Houston.
Performer Joe Louis Walker was
Family and friends have turned
arrested by University Police (or the store where she had worked
punching Associated Students Pro- into a memorial with flowers and
gram Board adviser Ted Gchrke at letters
the 10th Annual Fountain Blues
Chatman’s 4-year-old son Mario
Festival.
is apparently a witness in the case.
Walker wanted a tap’ of his per- Mario detailed for police how
fonnance from KSJS radio. hut he Chatman repeatedly stabbed IA)
became upset when it wasn’t com- Hue in the stomach.
pleted at the end of his set. When
Li
Gerhke told him how long it would
Roy Reico, a junior majoring in
take to get his tape. Walker therapuctic recreation, is trying to
knocked him down.
show Cub Scouts living in low-inGehrke said the festival went come areas of San Jose that there
we! 1 despite the incident.
are other options to joining gangs.
!
Reico. who is also the philannet (111.1e Wain

The two men tried to lice out the
hack of the market hut were cut
doxvn in the storm of bullets, as
Gray grabbed the two girls, believed to he ages 5 and h. and
shielded them behind a counter out
01 the line of fire. Others in the
store ran for cover. The girls were
not identified.
Cooper was killed, and Callum
was hit in the buttocks, police said.
The owner of the store, who
asked not to he named, called the
gunmen "terrorists (who) didn’t
care how many people were inside
the store.’’
Police have not ruled out the
possibility the incident was drugrelated.

thropy hairman 01 Sigma Alpha
Mu fraternity, is an Eagle Scout
himself. The 15 members of his
troop, between N to 15 years old
have been very responsive t,
React). said Troop Den Mollie,
Debbie

%141111111A

SJSU’s Rot Rios was named the
Rig West softball player ter the
week of April 30 to May 6.
Rios hit .632 that week. getting
12 hits in 19 at hats. Rios not only
leads the team in baiting, she also
leads the teani in hits and runs
scored.
The Spartans are ranked 11th
nationally, finishing the season
with a 34-26 record. SJSU is waiting for word from the NCAA to

it it Illiede it into the NCAA
playoffs, which begin May 18 and

For the Record
Due to a reponer’s error, Steve
Sloan was incorrectly quoted in
story about Proposition Ill. HE
said that the Caldernia State Employees Association at SJSU was
negotiating with the management
to "get more money tor the staff.
The Spartan Maly it committed to
accuracy. Any corrections should
be brought to the Daily’s attention
at 924-3280 or 924-3281. Letters
to the editor can be Tropp.-’d off at
WLN 104

SpartaGuide

TODAY
A.I.A.A.:

End of Year Party and
12 30 pm , Engineering Building

Come Join the Movies

SUNDAY
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study and BLACK GRADUATION ’90: Planning con,
Worship service, 730 pm DH 135 Call miffee Theme Lifting as we climb 7 p rn
African-American Building DD Call 924
241-7587
(415) 948-0822
5886
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: Video presentation Men of Color. Absence in AcaTUESDAY
demia. 9 a rn to noon, Engineering Room
SATURDAY
BRIGHT LIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS:
189 Call 924-6117
SJSU THEATRE ARTS DEPT: Final perfor- Baby with the Bathwater by Christopher
University
8 p m
Durang, 8 pm Studio Theatre HGH 103.
mance of ’Chicago
A.S.P.B.: Comedy act ’Black Shabbos. 8 Theatre (5th and San Fernando) Call 924- Tickets $3 in advance 5,4 at the door Cali
Elections. p m , (Tickets
available in AS Box Office)
924-8554
4555
276 Call Morris Dailey Auditorium
Call 924-6261

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a to No
phone-in items will be accepted

244-9370
LESBIAN/GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting: Topic TBA, 4.30 pm. to
6:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room, Call 2362002.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Speaker: B.W.
Holmes of Physics Dept., SJSU on "A Guide
to Introductory Physics Teaching." 1.30
p.m., Science Building (Room 251). Call

and Empire) Call 972-2416
SPARTACUS: Election of officers for next
semester, 11 30 a m . Engineering 486 Call

PHI ALPHA THETA (HISTORY HONOR CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
SOCIETY): An Irish Adventure, a dramatic Beethoven’s ninth sing-along dinner, 5 pm
and storytelling presentation. 3 30 p m to 8 pm Concert Hall SJSU. Call 924
4590
DMH 150 Call 971-8256.

984-7539
SALES

DRIVE-IN
226-2289

CAPITOL

AND MANY OTHERS
GET YOUR
FREE PASS AT
THE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT

JOB FAIR

OFFICE

84.00 Admission without free paws

INSTANT INTERVIEWS ON THE SPOT WITH OVER
30 MAJOR COMPANIES
INTERVIEW DIRECTLY WITH THE COMPANY RECRUITER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Entry level Management, AINIMAIII Managcri, Het.’ M.mnge-T, ‘,L.re Managers, Restaurant Managers
rt ept,ontcts. Date Procossfys and many mine
Saks Associates. Saks Rep. Mer, hrohltarr s, ( adm-rs, ( ’I,
PAR77CIPATTIVG COMPANIES:

NORDSTROMS
CAUSAL CORNER
PAYLESS STORES
BAKER/LEEDS
MELDISCO
KAY BEE
BURGER KING
RED LOBSTER
PETITE SOPHISTICATE
JENNY CRAIG

Featuring readings by:

CENNAER

BEVERLY

CA, SCHOOL OF REAL ESTATE
THE GOOD GUYS
DIAMOND CENTER
THINGS REMEMBERED
CALIFORNIA MANAGEMENT RFS,
APPLE ONE
SIERRA AERONAUTICS
RADIO SHACK
WORLD BOOK

MARY KAY
WENDY’S
MARSHALLS
MACY’S
THRIFTY STORES
PRINTS PLUS
AUGUST MAX
DENNY’S
LYON’S
CAREN CHARLES

Plots nosy more

Pxoduced bv: CALIFORNIA. CAREER FAIR -

author of BleckbIrd In My Tree 119791. one ’In Whose Nakedness’
’Illackivomen 10 Blackman’ 119001. and has read instensluley In the bay wee

Encyclopedia

14151 791-2717

AUSGEZEICHNET*
YES
FAHRVERGNOGEN
.404F FOR SURE !

0,1990 12:00 N ON
RICAN STUDIES BUILD!
SAN CARLOS ST.)

ADMISSION I

FOR MORE INFO CALL 924-6260

G
-OOP’

CENTURY 22

10am to 6pm
Tuesday MAY 15
1350 N. First St. Le Baron Hotel San Jose

WOMEN
FINDING
THOR
VOICE
II

(5T

Days and Evenings
Free Movles
FlexIbte Shifts
Frequent Wage Reviews
WI Train

Resume Evsluation

924-5267

TH
AFRO -

Maintenance
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

BRING LOTS

Free

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD PRFSENT’3

Summer Openings:

Positions Available:

RESTAURANTS

RETAIL
OF RESUMES

ASSOC. OF ROCK N ROLL: Concert, Cave
Gods. noon. S.U. Amphitheater Call 2876417
PREMED CLUB: Last meeting of the semester, election and post final beach picnic.
130 p.m., DH 345.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Dr. Maxwell from Business Min,
will speak on "What if?" 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call 295-0415
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: bar
becue and games, 6 p.m., Quirk Meadows
(next to Joe West Hall); Ecumenical Prayer
Service, all are welcome, 4 p.m.. Campus
Christian Center Chapel (10th and San Carlos). Call 298-0204.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting.
noon. Campus Christian Center.
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE: Are you planning to participate in our
ceremony? Attend for info, 5:30 p.m., Chicano Library, WLN, 3rd floor. Call 452-7460
CYCLING CLUB: Election meeting, 7 p.m.
S.U. Montallo Room. Call 292-2511.
FRIDAY
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: Class and requests. Beg Int Kolo Drop -ins welcome, 8
p.m. to 10 p.m., Women’s Gym, Spartan
Complex Rm. 89. Call 293-1302 or 2876369.
AKBAYAN: Ice cream social, 10:30 p.m. to
midnioht Northside Community Center (6th

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Students/Faculty/Staff

IBM ’Personal System/2
Promotional Specials
Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre-configured IBM P5/21 personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
Configuration #1 1MB

RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order #6179209)

ConfiNirratioo #2 I MB

RAM,

30MB Fixed

Disk

5,3 2Mt3

RAM, hOMB

Fixed Disk (order #6179210

1511...1111
-sr

$3,499
Contivtration #4

4MB RAM, hOMB Fixed Disk

4201/003 Proprinter III
4207/002 Proprinter )1.(24E
4208/002 Proprinter X124E

$4,699
$399
$549

gained
Lewis

VW,

GRADUATE
PROGRAM

All

you

GRADS
Bob

TEST DRIVE A VW

Lewis

Hotline:

is

a college degree!

GET

A FREE FAHRVERGNVOGEN T-SHIRT

Ask for Steve Lewis your college

Rep.

CALL NOW!
(408)453-8800

Proprinter is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporatosi

PHOTO &SOUND

101/44zorvd

N

IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

(408) 453-6220

need

$669

Each configuration includes the IBM P5/2 Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic Version(except
Model 30286), hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color, Matesys File
Manager, IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case and Power Strip.

l’

experience only
deals from Bob

NO CREDIT NECESSARY
LOW INTEREST RATE
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
CO-SIGNER
NO

(order $61702121

IBM PRINTERS: (with printer cable)

N1

driving

awesome

-

IBM PS/2 Model 70-E611

IRM, Personal System/2, PS/2 are registered trademarks and

unique

COLLEGE
FINANCE

$2,799

IBM PS/2 Model 55/SX

c

A

through

(order 56 I 79211))

IBM PS/2 Model 50Z
Confivtrati rt

* Translation:

$2,299

IBM PS/2 Model 30 286
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Street,
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Living through a Nightmare
Text and Photography by Julie Lynn Rogers
has AIDS.
Jim Walters
Doctors have told him he will priMably die
before graduating from college.
But that diagnosis was three years ago. and
Walters expects to graduate next May with a
bachelor’s degree in history.
Walters said he will not allow himself to be
bedridden with his illness.
"I would rather die in my tracks.’ he said.
Living in the fast lane of life is how Walters said
he got AIDS.
Over seven years ago, he was living in I.os
Angeles and his life revolved around drugs and
having sexual relations with different male partners.
As his addiction to shooting speed progressed.
he paid less attention to finding fresh needles to use.
"The high was more important than the safety
factors." he said.
Suddenly. he became ill. He tested for AIDS
and the results were positive. He had AIDS.
Feeling sick and weary. Walters had no one to
turn to. He felt alone.
He called his lather, who was living in San Jose.
and told him he had AIDS.
Walters had never been close to his father and

\ like England, a friend and former r11111:111(T.P afull Ia eaks IA alter’s check at Orphan Ands, a restaurant 011 Castro Sreet in San Francisco.

expected to he rejected alter the news. But instead.
his father asked him to move to the Bay Area where
he could help him through the sickness.
"I was titling vulnerable. I thought I’d he dead
in six months," Walters recalled.
He moved to San Jose and eventually enrolled
himself at SJSU. He was not going to sit home and be
depressed about his illness, he said. He had always
wanted to be the first in his family to graduate from
college.
But something happened that he had never
expected. His father became very ill and died of brain
cancer.
"I thought my father would bury me, not me
bury my dad," Walters said.
Going on with his life. Walters ran for vice
president of the Associated Students at SJSU and, to
his surprise, he won.
As vice president. his biggest involvement was
with the PAACE project, the prevention of alcohol
and chemical abuse through education.
"I wanted to set an example," said Walters
about his previous drug abuse. "I tell people, ’if I
knew then what I know now, things would he
different.’ "he said.
Last month, Walters ran for president of the
Associated Students and lost.
Losing the election was a setback, hut it wasn’t
devastating, he said.
"I’ve already been given the worst news a
person could be given," Walters said. "It helps to put
things into perspective."
Walters said his condition might have turned
some voters away.
"Having AIDS is like being a woman or being
black. It’s like yes, you can do the job, but you have
to work twice as hard to prove yourself," Walters
said.
One thing that hasn’t changed in his life is that it
See Walters, page 9

Walters turns his head away as Al Fuller, a medical assistant. draws blood.

V. alters hides behind his jacket in the o ailing room as a nurse is about to
call his name. He doesn’t want to go in for medical treatment.

The medical center closely monitors the HIV virus by taking blood samples

Walters takes a break from late night reading to
ke a cigarette. At the end of the
dav he is very tired because the It IV virus has weakened his immune , .41111 .
v ice president of the ssociated Students, Scott Lane, director of academic affairs, ponW. alters is in charge of running the meetings. ders a thought during the meeting.
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Downtown, SJSU barrier is growing

Martin Cheek

The major problem Whyte said architect for the Redevelopment
he observed is that the downtown is Agency.
When the major redevelopment "too damn far away" from SJSU to
"The very basic premise for the
construction was at its peak about draw the students to it.
enure urban plan IS that connection
three years ago, downtown San Jose
"Students have got to make up between downtown and San Jose
resembled a war-tom city.
their minds that they’re going to go State," he said. "All pedestrian
Pedestrians braved obstacles such downtown," he said.
spaces and orientation of the
as gaping holes in sidewalks and
Another problem is San Jose’s buildings were thinking about San
barriers that hindered them from low-density population, he said. The Jose State first."
their destinations. Drivers often city is spread over a large area and
Although current plans are not
became lost in the maze of detours. although the openess might seem definite for the space along the
The
deafening
sound
of like an advantage, a "critical mass of Paseo de San Antonio, the blockedjackhammers echoed throughout the people is needed to make the thing off street which once connected
entire downtown area
work," he said.
SJSU with the downtown, Gough
After all the chaos and dust
He suggests using architecture to said that the Redevelopment Agency
settled, a new downtown emerged, a concentrate the population in the is considering putting in a public
metropolis of skyscrapers and downtown area like San Francisco, space there which would incorporate
renovated buildings about two not diffuse it over such a large area.
the lawn next to the State Building.
blocks from SJSU.
"You don’t have to have a hell of
"One of the concepts is to get a
But, according to some architects a lot of space," he said. "I wouldn’t big enough space so that we can
and city planning experts, the new spread the city all over."
have public performances," he said.
downtown has become distant from
Downtown San Jose can attract
The cement fountain between
SJSU because of its architecture and students and keep them in the area if Second and Third streets will also
urban layout.
the businesses try to fulfill their be taken out.
"San Jose State is definitely needs, he said. Whyte suggested a
New plans for the San Antonio
isolated from the rest of the city," partial solution is for more Plaza include two pedestrian
said William Whyte, who has merchants to provide food and walkways which will connect
written books on how people entertainment which will keep SJSU’s two Fourth Street entrances
interact with a city and its people in the downtown area after with the downtown Pavilion.
architecture. The San Jose they leave work.
Condominiums will be built next to
Redevelopment Agency, which
"But there’s only so much that we these thoroughfares and retail shops
oversees the revitalization of the can do to hold people after five for students will be placed on the
city, brought Whyte from New York o’clock," he said.
lower levels.
City to San Jose in April to observe
Retail shops that suit students’
For the plan to be successful,
the downtown and suggest what tastes and finances should also be SJSU needs to develop its Fourth
improvements might be needed in built near campus to draw them Street entrances to get students easy
redevelopment.
closer to the redeveloped section, he access to the downtown, Gough
It is hard to sec an "intimate said. This will increase interaction said.
connection" between SJSU and the between SJSU and the downtown,
SJSU has gone from being a
downtown area, Whyte said.
helping to concentrate the providential university next to a
He contrasts SJSU with the population which Whyte sees as "bombed-out town" to a campus
University of California at Berkeley, essential to San Jose’s future.
next to a "thriving downtown cote"
a college campus that’s very
One plan which will help connect and this gives it a ligitimacy a major
involved with its surrounding the downtown with SJSU is university should expect, he said.
community. SJSU doesn’t have that developing the San Antonio Plaza,
"Students are in this incredible
close tie with the downtown like an area adjacent to the westside of environment," he said. "Their
Berkeley does, he said.
campus, said Micheal Gough, an education doesn’t stop when they
55,11.41 LO

the Dolly

leave the classroom. Its all over the
downtown as well."
The university sbould be pan of
the "urban rennaissance" which the
rest of the city is going through, but
the architectural connections need to
be strengthened to get students to
venture into the downtown area,
Gough said.
"When students are actually
enticed into the downtown and there
is interaction on a daily basis, it
really is an urbal campus," he said.
Geo-;g. le..ibayashi, a librarian at
the lai,iiie,l Room of the Martin
Luther riag, Jr. Public Library. has
studied an Jose’s past and present
downtown civic development. Few
students go to the Pavilion shops
Kotayashi said, partly because the
park is isolated from SJSU by the
buildings which surround it and also
because downtown’s architecture
does not invite them.
SJSU and downtown San Jose
are similar in that they both have a
"mish-mash" of architectural styles,
said Jack Douglas, campus historian
and author of articles of the
architecture of Santa Clara County.
"The campus reflects the
architectural style of the city as it
evolved," Douglas said. "Architects
usually design (buildings) in the
style of the time."
"A campus is made up of its
architecture," said Bill Mehner, a
senior environmental studies major.
Mehner has studied architecture and
city planning in England.
He observes that Tower Hall is
SJSU’s symbol and it is often placed
on campus t-shirts and souveniers.
"Tower Hall’s been there forever
and it’s been one of our most
significant buildings as far as image
would go," he said.

Day staff photographer

The Fairmont Hotel and Pavillion shops were built as part
of San Jose’s redevelopment project. But are they priced
out of student’s reach?

New downtown ignores student population
Doris Ferreira
Spa-121%o the Duly

The isolation of the SJSU campus from the
dowiwyn community has become increasingly evident
witlf-ihe attention created from the downtown
revitalization.
New businesses, like the Fairmont Hotel and the
Pavilion Shops, draw complaints from students, staff
and faculty that redevelopment plans are ignoring the
needs of the campus community.
"Downtown San Jose has become yuppified," said
David Eakins, a history professor at SJSU. "There just
isn’t much there that the average student can afford to
enjoy."
Fifty years ago the downtown offered much more to
the campus community, according to Jack Douglas,
librarian of SJSU’s special collections.
"There was a time when students walked downtown,
shopped downtown, and even partied downtown," he
said. "There was no need for them to go anyplace else,
the downtown had it all."
The college-town atmosphere has deteriorated since
the 1950s because of several major changes in the
downtown and campus environments, Douglas said.
These changes, have helped to build a wall of
isolation surrounding the campus, several local
historians and SJSU professors said. The term "Fourth
Street wall", describes an invisible barrier walling off
the downtown from the campus which creates this
feeling of isolation.
However, the "wall" is not only a mental aspect It
also exists in the physical sense, and is one of several
factors isolating the campus, said George Kobayashi, a
librarian in the California Room at the Martin Luther

King Jr. Library.
In 1935, the downtown was physically as well as
socially connected to the campus by the Paseo de San
Antonio, he said.
Back then, the street did not dead end at Fourth
Street as it does today. It extended from Plaza Park
where the former city hall building once stood, across
Fourth Street, into the center of campus and ended in
front of Tower Hall.
The Paseo de San Antonio, while not a major
thoroughfare, drew the communities together by
allowing the scenic park surrounding Tower Hall to be
enjoyed by the downtown community and students
alike, he said.
Although the quad surrounding Tower Hall was
state-owned property, it served as a city park to the local
residents.
During the postwar expansion in the early 1950s,
state architects closed the Paseo de San Antonio at
Fourth Street. Nondescript college buildings were
erected along Fourth Street, closing off Tower Hall’s
perimeter from the downtown. The buildings were
constructed so that the backs of the structures faced the
street.
The barricading of campus buildings created an
actual wall that shut out the community both mentally
and physically, Kosayashi said.
"It’s as if the university turned its back on
downtown," he added.
A 1968 neighborhood analysis study conducted by
the City Planning Department also had noted the
negative effect the new buildings had on its immediate
surroundings. The study described the Fourth Street
section of the campus as having "a Chinese Wall effect"

in relation with the downtown.
The students attending SJSU 50 years ago contrasted
sharply with those of today due to dramatic changes in
the demographic makeup of students. Prior to postwar
expansion. SJSU had a population of less than 5,550
students, most of whom lived on or near campus in
university -approved housing.
A survey taken by a journalism research class polled
SJSU students enrolled this semester. The survey found
that less than 23 percent of the student population
reported living either on campus or in neighborhoods
within walking distance. More than three-fourths of the
students live away from campus, most of whom
commute daily.
Another demographic factor affecting the
atmosphere of the campus community is the rapid
growth of the student population.
From the 5,533 students recorded attending SJSU in
1950, the population swelled to 12,590 students in 1960.
The current enrollment for this semester is 28,561
students.
The large student community dominating the
neighborhoods surrounding the campus began to
dwindle away in the mid-sixties while the percentage of
students commuting to campus escalated. The
deterioration of student communities during the late
1960s and 1970s was caused in part by a decision to do
away with university -controlled student housing,
Douglas said.
Students moved further away from campus to find
affordable housing, leaving an abundance of multidwelling homes vacant.
"Unfortunately student housing went out of business
at about the same time Reagan let the mental patients

out of Agnew," Douglas said. "This resulted in a heavy
influx of boardand care homes in the campus
neighborhood."
Homes zoned for multi-family use were in surplus
because of the dumping of the university -controlled
student housing, making the campus area a prime target
for new residents.
The students, as well as other residents, continued
moving out of the campus neighborhoods. The
vacancies left were filled by still more board-and-care
homes and transients.
Although very few of the patients released could be
considered dangerous, their presence heightened the
infilteration of crime in the campus neighborhoods. it
wasn’t that the patients were perpetrators to crime so
much as they were easy victims to crminals, said Atkins.
"With such a high concentration of vunerable patients
wandering about a community," he said." One naturally
gets an elevated level of crime and violence that moves
in to prey on them."
A large percentage of landlords of housing
complexes have rented former student housing to the
increasing number of Vietnamese moving into the
downtown and campus communities, Eakins said.
The administration should have been more aggressive in
making sure that students could get housing. Eakins said.
The fact that SJSU has lost its active student
community and turned into a commuter campus helped
create isolation of the students from the university.
’It’s absurd to turn the campus into a large parking lot
and still have no parking," he said. "However ,students
have little choice but to get into their cars."
The light rail system, once completed. may help to
get students out of their cars, he added.

University: Where SJSU fits in downtown redevelopment
From page 1
get across to them what is on our
minds."
Whitney also believes that the
lack of attention being paid to the
university by the downtown is not
all the fault of the city.
"The administration is playing
politics with itself inward but not
outward with the downtown
officials."
"It takes a reaching out on both
sides," Lewis said. "And I don’t
think the commitment has been
there on either side."San Jose City
Council candidate for District 3,
David Pandori, said he believes "a
tremendous amount of linking can
still be done between SJSU and the
redevelopment."
Pandori said the improvements
can be made in four areas: retail
stores, housing, evening uses and
the landscaping of San Carlos
Street.
"1 think it’s obvious that there
needs to be more retail stores that
are geared toward the students and
the university," he said. Pandon also
said the housing projects that are in

the works could also be changed
with the student population in mind.
"Housing could be made more
affordable for the students and the
people at the university," he said.
As for the evening uses, Pandori
sees the new downtown arena as a
"tremendous asset for SJSU."
"I sec the arena as a supplement
to the Events Center on campus," he
said. "The arena can be used by the
teams, on campus or the university
can schedule other events there."
Pandori said one way to put the
arena to use is to hold an annual
basketball tournament between the
major colleges in the area.
"Having Santa Clara, Stanford,
SJSU and maybe other teams from
the conference, can turn out to be a
huge event," he said.
On the topic of San Carlos Street,
Pandori said he doesn’t want to see
it closed, but rather, have the
Redevelopment Agency make
improvements on it.
"It should be widened to two
lanes and more landscaping needs to
be done on it," he said. "To close it
would mean that an alternative way

would have to be found to get from
east to west San Jose."
According to Knies, the
relationship between the university
and the downtown is dependent on
two aspects, the physical location of
SJSU and downtown and the
marketing of SJSU to downtown.
"The main part of the physical
aspect is the opening up of San
Carlos Street," he said. Like
Pandori, Knies believes San Carlos
Street is the main connection
between SJSU and the downtown.
Improvement is still needed in
getting both downtown and
University to interact, Kines said.
Pandori also said improving the
relationship depends upon the
students and university population
becoming more involved with
and
committees
downtown
becoming aware of what is going
on.
Historically, the relationship
between the city and SJSU has been
minimal, according to Lewis.
As the vice chairwoman for the
Redevelopment Agency, Lewis said
she tries to find ways the

development can better benefit the
entire population of SJSU.
"The university is the largest
employer in the downtown area and
because of this, it should have a
greater role in the things happening
now and the relationship should be
bettered," Lewis said.
Korabika mentioned that the
housing projects that have been
developed have been designed with
pedestrian access in mind in order
for people to be in walking distance
within the city and the university.
"The goal of the city and the
university has been to integrate the
two," he said. "We are meeting with
campus planning officials tofurther
the goal."
To Fullerton, the benefits of the
development are not in the kinds of
stores that are available to the
campus community, but the
employment opportunities.
"If you are looking for a place to
buy blue jeans, you’re not going to
find it yet," she said. "But I think
you have to look at the benefits the
new downtown has to offer."
Fullerton mentioned places such

as the Fairmont Hotel, nearby
banks and stores in the downtown
area that look to the campus for
employees.
Knies also mentioned the retail
stores and why there are few that
cater to students.
"There is only a minority of the
campus population that is living
downtown," he said.
The benefits to students are in
the future, as plans for parks and a
mojor departments store are still
being developed, Pandori said.
SJSU has had a history of being
isolated from the downtown area,
according to George Kobayashi, the
California Room librarian at the
Martin Luther King Jr. Library in
San lose. The isolation is due to the
location of SJSU and the different
groups that are on campus.
"The streets themselves close off
the school, as well as the
transportation problem and the
number of homeless that are on
campus," he said.
Pandori said he sees many of the
present problems resulting from the
decline of downtown in the 1960s

and 1970s.
Another way to improve the
relationship, according to Knies, is
to increase awareness of how many
SJSU alumni work and live
on
the
downtown, many
committees that are deciding how
the city will develop.
"There are lots of us here that
are trying to put SJSU on the maps
that are developed," he said. There
are lots of us here that are working
on the Downtown Working Review
Committee or the Downtown
Association. That needs to be known
and that shows that the university is
always considered," he said.
It is clear that neither the
university nor the downtown can
ignore eachother anymore intrying
to break apart the wall that exists
on Fourth street.
"The committees downtown
have finally begun to realize the
significance of the university being
downtown," said Fullerton. "We are
definitely part of downtown San
Jose and our interests are served
well with a vibrant and vigorous
downtown."
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’Baby with the Bathwater’ big
splash for student theater club
By 1 ’Amara Thompson
A theater group on campus run
by and for students will present the
play "Baby with the Bath% :tier"
Niay IS. and SJSU student Rusty
Randolph is the man behind if all.
The theater arts senior started
his own production company.
Bright Lights, earlier this year. and
things are brighter for him already.
"Baby with the Bathwater" will
he the third production he has directed this semester
Play
and it is by far the
Preview biggest. The 10member cast has
been rehearsing since April 16.
Ten more performances are
slated for the fall, according to
Randolph.
"He likes to make it fun. He’s
not doing it for the work of it. He’s
doing it so the actors and directors
and technicians can explore their
creativity without failing. In college you can’t really fail, because
its a learning experience." said
Kimberly Mohne, the production’s
stage manager.
"He’s got so many visions
going around in his head, " Mohne
said of Randolph.
According to Mohne, the play is
really coming together for the cast.
Because it is a comedy, the
script relies heavily on timing. The
actors have already learned to
work their lines off each other
smoothly, she said.
The play itself also makes the
long hours of rehearsal worthwhile. Mohne said.
The play is so inherently funny
that "we laugh in rehearsals and
we’ve all seen it before," she said.
"Baby with the Bathwater"
may be funny, but it also carries a
serious message, Randolph said.
Written by Christopher Durang,
the play centers around a couple
who has just had its first baby.
Both of the parents are a little
weird and don’t have a clue of how
to raise a child.
In the beginning they don’t even
know what sex the baby is. It’s actually a boy but they name him
Daisy and make him wear dresses
and play with dolls.
As a baby. Daisy is run over by

Erma Cardea.
of a the Grupo
Folkloric
dances before
the Los Lobos
concert Sunday.
.1 he Mexican
folk dance
performance
was one of
several acts that
performed at the
Events Center
for Cinco de
Mayo.
Samanda Dorger
Daily staff
photoqr aphPr

Los Lobos upstaged by rest
during Cinco de Mayo concert
Ry Anne Dujninvic
and Sylvia D. Ulna
Daily stall writers

Although musical group Los Lobos headlined
the Cinco de Mayo concert at the Events Center,
other well-known musicians made some unexpected appearances.
Well, sort of.
Impressions of Julio Iglesias and his royal
badness, Prince, by the multi -talented members of
the comedy troupe Culture Clash reigned during
the opening act of Saturday’s show.
"Not since Taco Bell introduced the 59-cent
taco has there been a force so powerful." the comedians announced at the start of their routine.
They were right.
These three self-described home boys danced.
sang and rapped their way throughout their routine.
Anti they were able to keep the audience entertained during set changes.
The group’s ability to poke fun at its own culture -a, well as the "gringos" drew hoots and hollers from the approximately 1,800
Concert audience members. One member,
Review known as Slick Rick Salinas,
dashed to center stage and proceeded to do the "menudo stir"
resembling a
dance more widely known as the "cabbage patch."
The group turned out convincing impersonations of Julio. who had just returned from doing a
"benefit for the Contras"
residents of Contra
Costa County. that is. The group followed with a
purple. pelvic-thrusting Prince impression that
nailed down the musician’s idiosyncracies.
Salsa artist Willie Colon and his band followed. prompting fans to jump to their feet. Audi -

IT’S AN ANALOG WORLD

‘Ion-te of the most exciting
advances in Silicon Valley
are happening in the areas
of linear technology and analog ICs. And, at Micro Linear,
we’re following a straight line to
new market areas, higher levels of
integration, and steady corporate growth.

We manufacture highly integrated analog
subsystem ICs designed for specific applicationsincluding data communications,
power supply control, hard disk drives
and computer peripherals. We also give
our customers the chance to choose from
standard, semi-standard or semi-custom
IC solutions. This means direct involvement and exposure to a wide range of
technologies for our people, as well as
independence, recognition and the challenge of creating solutions.
Vtk are growing and looking for EE graduates with RS and/or MS degrees and
strong foundations in analog fundamentals to jot n Is in the following positions:

IC Design Engineers
y,,.1 I handle the design and characterization
of bipolar standard products. This will

ewe members
teens and octogenarians alike -danced the salsa, filling an area at the south end of
the arena that could seat 1,000.
Although some audience members appeared
worn out after more than five hours of celebrating,
they were revitalized when Los Lobos finally took
the stage. opening with a lively "Nortek)."
After a rousing, energetic rendition of "La
Bamba" during the encore, one thing was apparent Los Lobos was there to play good old
rtx:k’n’roll. The show was devoid of a flashy light
show and small talk among band members.
While the main reason for attendance at the
Cinco de Mayo Concert Celebration was to hear the
rock’n’mll sound of Los Lobos, concertgoers were
also treated to traditional Mexican culture.
Before the concerts the 1,800 guests were entertained with folkloric dancers, musicians playing
Corridos and the less well known Jarocha, as well
as with food booths selling everything from bean
burritos to beef falitas.
Guests gravitated toward the Grupo Folklorico
Xochipilli. a group, which has been performing
and teaching Mexican folk dance for more than 14
years.
The dance troupe, dressed in the delicate
white lace dresses characteristic of the state of Vera
Cruz. Mexico and performing traditional dances
from that region, was accompanied by the Trio Tamunal .

bus and los wd around quite a bit.
Needless to say, the child grows
up with all kinds of problems. As
one example. as a teen he enjoys
being run over by buses. He also
goes through therapy to get his life
straightened out.
The point, said Randolph. is that
"just the slightest little things you
do they can pick up." Small mistakes parents make can ruin a
child’s life, he said.
Randolph hopes parents who see
the show will take time out to think
about the decisions they make.
"Your kids really are a product
of what you are," Mohne added.
The script relies heavily on
J

Daily stall *rotor

pointing out the very real inconst,
tencies of raising a child.
The last scene is virtually a reen
actment of the first. Daisy is a new
father and he and his new wife arc
about to embark on the long mad
of parenthood.
Besides the message. Ferrant
said there is another reason to go
see the play ."It’s warped, it’s
sick, and it’s the funniest thing
It’s a great stress reliever for people going into finals."
Tickets for the show are available through cast members in advance for $3. or at the door at
Hugh Gillis Hall 103 May lb and
17 at 8 p.m. for $4.

IN AN AGE OF
DISCOVERY
Discover San Jose Medical Center
Discover San Jose Medical Center and give your career a
clean bill of health. As a designated trauma center and
full-service community hospital, we offer our new graduates
superior training and numerous opportunities for growth
and development. We offer a 7-week ,-,eceptorship program in your area of interest. Opportunities are available
for the following:

New Graduate Nurses
PT/FT
Critical Care Telemetry Care Ortho
Medical/Surgical Emergency/Trauma
Center for Rehabilitation Maternal Child
Pediatrics Oncology
We offer excellent compensation packages, relocation
assistance, tuition reimbursement, scheduled inservices/
workshops, clinical ladder, bonus rewards for certification
and 12-hour shift opportunities. Please send your resume to
Lisa Higuera, Nurse Recruiter, San Jose Medical Center,
675 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, CA 95112 or call
(408) 977-4666. EOE/AA M/F/H/V

4.000

011., 0110

SAN JOSE
MEDICAL CENTER

An Affiliate of Health Dimensions Incorporated

dr,
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SAFE PLACE STORAGE
Call about our

$1 Student Special!

Saturday’s festivities provided ample proof
that the Events Center is a viable place for such
events. The view is generally good from any seat in
the arena.

AND WE’RE ON TOP OF IT.
Reasonable Rates
Convenient Locations
Easy Access from
Highways 280 & 101
Open 7 Days per Week
Sizes from 20 to 700+
Square Feet
Month to Month Tenancy

involve circuit design, test
program and data sheet
assistance, product evaluation, and transfer to
production.

Test Development
Engineers

Safe Place Storage of
Willow Glen

You will be responsible for designing analog and digital electrical configurations
for parametric testing of semiconductor
system chips. The job entails programming
in Pascal and C and circuit schematic creation, both analog and analog/digital.
Follow a straight line to a bright future at
Micro Linear. We encourage both spring
and summer graduates to forward resumes
and transcripts to Elaine Corcoran, Human
Resources Manager, Micro Linear, 2092
Concourse Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 433-5200. An equal oportunity
employer.

41116Micro Linear
Surrounding the Analog World

1

Safe Place Storage of
Santa Teresa

Just off Highway 280
900 Lonus St.
San Jose, CA. 95126

Just off Highway 101
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
San Jose, CA. 95119

947-8775

281-0400
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I I (mon, left, and Nick Nolte star in "Q&A.’’

By Barbara Langley
. :ally staff *inlet
No one on the streets of New York City
messes with Lt. Mike Brennan. He’s a legend
within the police force who fosters cooperation
through threats and physical violence.
Before the movie title "Q&A" flashes
across the screen. Brennan, played by Nick
Nolte, has already shot and killed an unarmed
intentionally. And that sets the tone of
man
the movie violent.
The victim, a hood named Tony Vasquez.
was retrieved from inside a nightclub by an acquaintance. He stepped out of
Mot\ 11.
the club and walked up the steps
to street level. He turned around
tickle w
and saw Brennan behind him.
Brennan fired a shot, Vasquez’s head jerked
backward and blood splattered all over the front
wall of the club. Vasquez fell to the ground and
soon lay in a pool of blood.
Brennan then pulled a couple of men that
witnessed the shooting out of the doorway and
he flashed his badge.

"What did you see?" he questioned angrily, his grip tightening on one ot the men as
he violently shook him.
With a little convincing, the witnesses admits to seeing a gun in Vasquez’s hand
Brennan then has to report the death of
Vasquez and encounters the young assistant
district attorney Al Reilly (Timothy Hutton)
Reilly is assigned to the case by his superior, Kevin Quinn (Patrick O’Neil). "1 know
this is your first ease, but don’t make us look
like an idiot," he tells Reilly.
Reilly takes a statement from Brennan and
his questioning is applauded by Quinn. "les
cut and dried," Quinn insists. He wants all of
the evidence on the Q&A the official record
of what happened. "If it’s not on the Q&A it
didn’t happen," he said.
What unfolds before Reilly is a blackmail
scheme, and he battles to acheive justice.
During the course of the investigation,
Reilly encounters members of various drug cartels who were in the club on the night of the

hos-111.1de keill> disioseis uliji Naney Bo, h
(Jenny Lime!), a former girlfriend who left him
six years previous, is now insolsed with drug
cartel member Bobby Texador ( Armand A ...ante
The investigation is intertwined with confrontations between Reilly and Bosch.
I would recommend the film just for the
excellent performances by Hutton and Nolte.
But only if you can get past the excessive profanity in the first half of the film and racist comments that are also a major part of the dialogue.
Members of almost every ethnic group in
the movie threw in a racial slurs about every nationality.
Overall, the storyline of the film is intriguing. It’s not just another cop-gone -bad
story. The frustration of the disillusioned assistant district attorney adds to the intensity of the
film, although the end of the film leaves something to be desired.

Shabbos brings music and comedy to SJSU Life Arts
SPARTAN

By Vincent T. Oddo
Daily staff writer
Black Shabbos, a New Yorkbased trio that blends rock music
with comedy routines. is heading
West for a performance at SJSU’s
Morris Dailey Auditorium tomorrow night.
The group, all of whose members are Jewish, was formed 10
years ago. It conConcert sists of bassist-voPreview calist Shlomo E.,
percussionist-vocalist "Blind" Bubba Berkowitz
and guitarist-vocalist Ozzy Beshevis Singer. Singer, who slyly admitted that his real name is Kevin
Arthur, mentioned that he met the
other two members of what was to
become Black Shabbos while all
three were drama majors in college.
"All three of us had done some
acting, directing and comedy writing, and we liked to stay up until
all hours doing crazy things,"
Singer said. "One time, we
switched all the room numbers in
one of the buildings, and the next
morning the building was in total
chaos."
- Along with the three members’
backgrounds in acting, they also
lacLinterests in music, and Singer,
Shlonio E. and Berkowitz decided

to combine the two for their act.
’What’s My Line" show. A panel to meet a former Playboy cen"Somehow, the two (comedy composed of contestants and ce- terfold (one of the panel members
and music) seemed to mesh to- lebrities tries to guess the on that particular episode). Unforgether well, and we have a lot of relationship between a group of tunately, she rejected me." Singer
fun doing both." Singer said.
people.
quipped.
Black Shabbos has since ex"They (the producers of "3rd
Black Shabbos’ performance
panded its musical repertoire to in- Degree") had heard about us
corporate rap and reggae.
through the grapevine, so they in- will be sponsored by the A.S. ProAs for singling out a favorite vited us to be on the show." gram Board in association with On
Black Shabbos routine, Singer Singer said. "We managed to Target Productions.
showed some admirance for "Reg- stump the panel, who had to guess
The doors open at 7:30 p.m.,
gae Rabbi," but quickly added, that we play rock music."
and tickets are available in the
"We do so many good songs and
He added that he has positive A.S. box office and at BASS outroutines, it’s like they’re all my feelings about his game-show lets. Ticket prices are $5 in adchildren, how can you pick a fa- stint. "It was such a thrill to meet vance and $7 at the door KR’
vorite?"
Bert Convy. ("3rd Degree" host) dents); $7 in advance and $9 at the
Among Black Shabbos’ influ- and it was almost as big of a thrill door (general admission).
ences are the Monty Python and
Second City comedy groups.
"When we were in college, we
used to have big parties where we
would watch the "SCTV" show
on television," Singer reminisced.
Emporium Eastridge invites you
"We saw each "Monty Python"
to take advantage
episode 10 times; we were struck
by the humor in both shows," he
of our Bridal & Gift Registry.
added.
Please Visit or make an appointment
The trio has frequently perwith our
formed on radio, television and in
Bridal Consultant, Charlotte Statti
comedy clubs throughout the Bay
Area and around the United States.
One appearance on which
Singer was more than willing to
comment was on the game show
"3rd Degree; 7.--whieh- uses a format similar to that of the old

The College Work Study Program’ Offers:
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professional

program"
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Juliana horseman
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PAYMENT

Get a Head Start!
ON

APPROVED

CREDIT

CELICA S Coups 5 Spud
Model #2162
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VIN ff 026444

July 2 6

1990 Introduction
to Law School
A three-week summer program
about what lawyers do and what
law school is really like.
This program, offered for the fourth consecutive
summer, is designed for men and women who
are considering applying to law school, who are
about to enter law school or who want to learn
more about lawyers and the American legal
system.
You can attend either day or evening daises
taught by law faculty. Cost of the program is
$400. Enrollment is limited.
Learn study and exam techniques, lawyering
skills and substantive law. You will also get
information on admissions, careers arid law
school Ilk.
536 Mission Stmet, San Francisco
415/442-7250

Registration
deadlinit June 15

Arc-mitred by the Ameraan Bar Aaociatian
and the &satiation of American Law Schools.

NOW...GRADUATE TO
A NEW TOYOTA WITH
NO MONEY DOWN!

DAYS

90

Shield

CREEK TOYOTA

NO MONEY
DOWN

Contact the Financial Aid Office
Wahlqulst South Rm. # 275, Phone # 924-6100.
iffik

July 9 through

"This is a fantastic ideal
Every
school should offer such

Emporium Eastridge
2190 Tully Rd.
San Jose, Ca 95122
ph # 238-5555 ext.275

INTERESTED?

1(800)322-0310

School of Law
Golden Gate University

DRIDAL&GIFT

or
Career Related Employment
or
On & Off-Campus Jobs
S5 - $10 Per Hour
atChance to Earn While You Learn!
ser
must be eligible for financial aid to qualify- Apply Now/

AFFORDABLE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Immadlat Covsrag
Blue Cross/81u

Avoid unwanted gifts...

NEED A JOB? $

$

1

No payments for 90 days!
College grads with career -oriented jobs can
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN’
We ye got a Toyota that s lust right for you..
from the affordable TERCEL Coupe. to the sporty MR2.
sleek CELICA or roomy CAMRY. And if you’re into
trucking...you know TOYOTA TRUCKS are
Kings of the Hill! No matter which new
TOYOTA you want...
it S included in this offer,

$10,990
Sunroof lull where covers and floor me,

A Commitment To Nursing
has served the

greater
Hospital
patient care.
San Jose area. Here, our nurses are central to superior

For over 24 years, Good Samaritan

$6690
1990 STANDARD TOYOTA
TRUCK 4x2 MODEL k8101

OVER 2010 CHOOSE FROM

1990 TERCEL EZ
MODEL ap:1371

important member of the health care team, each nurse plays
an active role in patient care planning and decision making. If you
are a graduating nurse dedicated to excellence, join us in our
tradition of caring at Good Samaritan Hospital.
As an

NEW GRAD PROGRAMS
We are currently accepting applications for our monthly
New Grad Programs, which include an 8-week preceptorship.
CRITICAL CARE (12-week preceptorship)
NURSERY/ICN
PEDIATRICS
MED/SURG /ORTHO
Good Samaritan Hospital offers an excellent compensation package,
including 12-hour shifts in some departments. Please contact Anne
McNeely, Nurse Recruiter, Good Samaritan Hospital, 2425
Samaritan Drive, San Jose, CA 95124. (408) 559-2126. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

GOOD
SAMARITAN
HOSPITAL
An Affiliate of ile.lth Dimensions incorporated

P1100 .n

1990 STANDARD CAMRY
MODEL 92511

$99owl.
5fl1
1*15711

10
All prices plus lex.
license. end DOC Nos

SOO Stutz Way
Mt Off NWT. 191

WOE SAM TO SPIT

* Graduate tram a ?cur./ear college or
graduate school within the nexl six months
You have one year trom receipt Cl your
degree to take advantage of the program
* Have a veritable otter for a lob that will
begin within 120 days ol your purchase
with a salary sufficient to Cover ordinary
tiding expenses and vehicle payments

GILROY TOYOTA
SALIS MN 7 OM

HERE S HOW YOU QUALIFY:

5411-11000

Call for details
.11411

Tiiii

Student Representative
984-1234

TRUST US TO TREAT YOU RIGHT.

STEVENS CREEK
TOYOTA

TOYOTA

4425 STEVENS CREEK BLVD SANTA CLARA 14081 984 1234
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’The spirit here is is real mellow.’

Jim m,

Daily stall photogi doer

Blues fans cram the Tower Lawn during the 10th Annual Fountain Blues I- est is al Sunday.

Blues festival hits high notes
way to spend an afternoon.’ ’
During the whole concert, fans made
Long, lingering notes and somber their way up to the stage to dance to the
melodies could he heard by the thousands beat of the concert.
of people who came out to the 10th Annual
"The spirit here is is real mellow,"
Fountain Blues Festival Sunday .
said performer John Hartsman. "A lot of
Blues Ian, milled around the Tower people try to get into the blues here. This
Lawn, throwing a frisbee or checking out is my third trip here to perform in the festithe craft booths, as they waited for the val and I am always impressed with it."
concert to start. Everywhere you looked.
It was obvious that a lot of people agcoolers of beer, suntan lotion and sung- reed with Taylor, because by the end of
lasses were being passed around as the the first act, a huge crowd of people had
erimd tried to keep cool under the hot May gathered to hear the performers belt out the
sunshine. By the start of the concert, the blues
grass areas was filled with fans. most of
"I went to the Hennessy Congnac
whom were non -students.
Jazz Series yesterday and the Los Lobos
"Gatemouth was great," Gehrke concert last night." said Sammy Cohen,
said. Brown told Gehrkc. "he had a great president of the San Jose Jazz Society and
time performing here and that he would a music columnist for the Metro. "Today
love to come back in the future." Gehrke there are more people here than at either of
said.
the other events." Cohen said.
A feeling of anticipation for the day
Little John Chrisley got things heated
ahead could be heard in the chatter and up with his energetic harmonica playing.
laughter of the crowd as Nitc Cry kicked Chrisley’s performance brought the crowd
off the concert only a half hour late. Par- to its feet as he danced and jumped around
ents and their children, students and blues the stage. Chrisley has been performing at
fans all took their places to spend the day the festival since 1983.
listening to the blues.
The festival was interrupted for a
"I love to hear a person who can brief time when the third performer. Joe
hammer out a good chord." said 36-year- Louis Walker, was arrested for battery
old John Taylor. "The blues are the best after he punched Associated Students Proty pc i nitsiy,da. listen uk4Nok1/40811itilpif frargl;adv iser Tedicii&j:e..The fight.
BY

Mike Moeller

Daily staff writer

K.,iieth KwOk Daily staff

photographer

Above: Johnny
Hartsman. of
Johnny Ilartsman’s
Night Feast with
.1’Neen sang the
blues about being
bald at the 10th
Annual Fountain
Blues Festival.
Right: Susan
Miksad and Bobby
Comes of Santa
Clara dance to
Nightcry’s version
of "Nothing But the
Blues."
Joseph RHann
Qaily staff photographer

slowed doss ii he ,:0114..ert or a short time
but it immediately picked up when headlineer "Gatemouth" Brown took the stage..
Brown held the audience’s attention with.
sonic great guitar playing and terrific
blues.
By the time that John I lartsman’i
Night Feast with JNeen took the stage an
audience of 1,400 to 1,500 people greetect
them with a rousing applause.The gmuil
performed both the true blues and the’
R&B. Hartsman said this year’s concerti
was better because he had his whole band;
playing ss ith him, a first tOr the Fountain.
Blues [’esti% al.
"People listen to a lot of music but’
nowadays, it all gets lumped onto a
jacket," Hartsman said. "Music isn’t jusl
rock or just rap but it’s a variety of things.
By having my whole band behind me. I
can play more variety, because some of
the stuff that I play can’t be picked up, it
has to be rehearsed beforehand."
Several people said the concert was
the best they had seen in their years of
coming to the show.
"They did a great job this year," said
20-year-old Jennifer Berger, a psychology
student. "I have been going to the show,
for three years now and the sound and the
performers were better than any others that
.
Mut e seen yet."

"HILARIOUSLY INSIGHTFUL...
BEAUTIFULLY RENDERED...
Loaded with extraordinary effects."
- Calvin Milgrim SAN FFIANCISCO CHRONICLE

"REAL CREATIVITY ENDURES...

et

An energetic, inspiring menagerie
of individual vision."
- Charles Soloman LOS ANGEI IS TIFAI s

A Drinking Person’s Bar!

FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION
17 INTERNATIONAL ANIMATED SHORT FILMS!

KSJO 92.3
MIDNIGHT
MOVIE
FRIDAY
SATURDAY!
STARTS
TORIRINIOW!

0

PARK FREE NEXT
TO CAMERA
SACCEPTED
ESSA!3
NO P

Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando

BAR & GRILL
A Comedy & Dance
Cktb

(corner of 2nd)

SUNDAYS

MONDAYS
1 UESDAYS
2 FOR 1 Well Onnks
WEDNESDAYS

Margarita Movie Night
liUHSDA Y

Big Men
on Campus
FRIDAYS

Megatones

Classy. Comfortable,
Cappuccino.
At the Keystone Coffee Store of course!

SATURDAYS

Megatones

OFF ANY
16 PIZZA

NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer expires
May 25th, 1990

OFF ANY
12’ PIZZA

280-0707

Happy Hour prices’
6-8pm
World Famous Burgers
51558 Stevens Crk. at
Lawrence
(Ben,nd the Shane Co.)

specializing in
Expresso *Whole Bean Coffees
Gourmet Desserts Ice Cream & Gelato
Unique Gift Items

408 296-9219
This Coupon is Good
for Our 2 for 1
Cappuccino Special!

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

COFFE
STORE
321S. 1s1. Street San Jose
292-4698
(2 doors south of Original Joe’s and
only 3 blocks from campus).

IHOHSDAY

Pope takes walk
in full prison yard
ROME (AP)
Pope John
Paul ll stepped off a raised plattorm and plunged into a jammed
prison yard today man unscheduled display of compassion as a
convict chorus sang Beethos en’s "Ode to Joy."
The pontiff then told about a
thousand prisoners that "the
worst prison is a closed heart,"
and urged them to keep up their
hope for a better life because
"Christ never loses hope in his
creatures."
The pope had been scheduled
to greet only one prisoner
a
man who had killed his wife
before his brief speech, but John
Paul conferred with several assistants when he reached a platform that had been set up in the
prison yard.
The prisoners were confined
behind a high Cyclone fence,
hut the pope descended from the
platform, ordered that a gate be
opened, and strolled into the
yard, greeting and blessing prisoners for 20 minutes.
One prisoner showed off an
injured foot, and others appeared to be shaking with nervousness or joy as the pope approached. A prison band played
Mexican tunes, then broke into
the "Ode to Joy" in Spanish as
the pope toured the yard. The
"Ode" is the choral finale to
Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony.
The state prison in Durango
holds about 1,200 prisoners, authorities said, including convicted murderers and drug traf-

tickers
The pontiff Was scheduled to
address a crowd of businessmen
on their social responsibility
during the afternoon.
The next night, in a speech to
diplomats in Mexico City, 450
miles to the southeast, the pope
called for a moral as well as an
economic approach to the "imprisoning" foreign debt crisis.
"Technical measures are not
enough to resolve the great
problems that menace international equilibrium," the pope
told the diplomats.
feel the obligation to underline ... the ethical dimension
of this imprisoning crisis,"
which, the pontiff said, was hindering development in many
poor nations of the world.
John Paul met the diplomats
after celebrating a Mass for
young people near a shrine at
San Juan de los Lagos, 250
miles northwest of Mexico City.
There, he encouraged Mexico’s young people not to be disheartened by injustice and inequality and to use Christ as a
defense against despair.
He said loss of hope in today’s world was symbolized by
"evasion, abandon, hedonism,
discotheques, drugs, indifference, pessimism, the artificial
paradises in which so many find
refuge."
"Young people, don’t lose
hope! You are the pilgrims of
hope," the pontiff cried.
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Walters
From page 4
still revolves around drugs, he
said.
Before AIDS, his life revolved
around speed, now it’s revolving
around the drug AZT.
While using AZT in the last
year, his white blood cell count has
increased dramatically, allowing
his immune system to fight off illnesses.
But carrying the AIDS infection
still makes him very tired.

Walters said he left Valley Medical Center in San Jose because he
was disatisfied with their treatment.
"Their method was ’we’re
going to ease the pain but you’re
gonna die.’ "Walters said.
Walters now goes to the University of San Francisco medical center for his treatment.
"They treat you as a survivor,"
he said.
How long a person lives has a
lot to do with their attitude, Walters said.
If the thrikk’s 004 you’d
might as well dance," he said.

JOB$ JOB$ JOB$
SUMMER - TEMPORARY - PERMANENT
-

Part -Time $ Full -Time
Hundreds of Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Rates

- Over 2000 Client Companies
- Various Industries
- Immediate Openings
- Entry Level or Experienced

Health fair
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From page I
Twenty-one s t pus :and community organizations were represented at Monday’s fair. Representatives from the groups
brought fliers and videos and some
brought machines to test students
endurans:e, body-fat content and
surveys which showed students
some dietary or fitness areas on
which they might need to work.
The mpic areas covered were
drugs and alcohol, reproductive
health, stress management, fitness
and nutrition. Organizers also
made sure students found out about
Student Health Services on campus.
"There’s a lot of students who
don’t know there is a health center
on campus," Roman said.
Both the first and second floors
were buzzing with students playing
games such as trying to put a condom on a cucumber, stepping up
and down on wooden stumps to
test their endurance. Others, however, sat quietly watching videos
about AIDS and drug and alcohol
abuse.
Organizers said they estimate
about 500 students participated in
the fair. However, because the fair
was a class project, it might be the
first and last one, Roman said. "I
don’t think any of us had any idea
of how much work it would be,"
she said.

roan page I
Pandori first iiiciilioncd the
downtown parking problem.
’We’ve got to improve the park.
ing downtown," he said. ’It’s a
mess. It was a mess in 191(0
when I graduated from San Jose
State and it’s a mess now."
Pandori then said the city
should provide more housing for
SJSU students. "The city has
about SI2 million a year for
housing," he said. "How much
of that goes for San Jose State or
for student housing? And it’s
(SJSU) one of the largest populations in the downtown."
The city should do more to
beautify the SJSU area, he said.
"I would like to see some of the
money that’s spent on all the real

nice landscaping downtown go
towards the university and help
beautify San Carlos Street "
Pandon suggested that several
SJSU basketball games and concerts be scheduled every year in
the new downtown arena to be
opened in 1992. After his speech
Pandori explained his position.
For events that are sold out every
year like the SJSU-UNLV baskethball game, more tickets
could be sold if the larger arena
was utilized.
Pandori closed by saying,
’You know your not going to
here a speech front anybody else
in this race for this city council
position .... and there are some
very simple reasons for that.
People don’t count on you to turn

IMMIGRATION

" Rock ’n Roll Barbers "
Tues. - Fri. : 9 am - 6 pm
Sat. : 8am-4 pm

& WORK %P.A..,

I AMOS

Engineering. computer
Accounting. Business &
other Professionals

318

Also Family .,.,/US spousal cases
Change to student IF I) status: Treaty
Trader/Invesior IF 1/E-2). asylum
Intra-Company Transferee 11.1L eic.
Individual,

Buiiness &

South 10th Street, San Jose
279

9955

(Next to Robert’s Bookstore)

Corporate Clients

Frey Consuitaiion

I-

EARN UP TO 12% MORE MONEY. .
MONTH AFTER MONTH.
Of the 5 leading banks, Great Western
pays the highest interest on checking.
So why let your bank keep that money?
Switch to Great Western and start
earning it today.

A New Kind of Hotel
Remember lie

For:

Floildaye
Wed& ngs
Greduatson
Parent Weekend
Famtly Reunion.

Ask For Special San Jose State Rates
All suites, one end two bedrooms Fully equipped kitchens
Living rooms with wood -burning fireplaces Satellite television
Complimentary continental buffet breakfast ’Outdoor pool & jaccuzi

San Jose- Market Street
111 N. Market Street
San Jose, CA 95113
M
A Federal Savings Bank
(408) 554-7327

For More Information or Reservations call Marriott’s

r

RESIDENCE INN ’Silicon Valley 11111
I. 750 Lakeway Dr. 11.1080 Stewart Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 720-8893. ext. 416

RESIDENCE INN San Jose
2761 South Bascom
Campbell, CA 96008
(408) 559-1551
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GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY

1398 El Camino Real
MOUNTAIN VIEW
(415) 969-4242

BOUNDARIES

3396 Stevens Creek Blvd ste 1
SAN JOSE
(408) 248-7550
39170 Fremont Blvd
FREMONT
(415) 745-9500
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"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I’m a
physician. My alma mater may be just right
It’s your choice."
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Universidad AutOnoma de Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guadalajara, Mexico

The International Choice
For your free video preview call:

1-800-531-5494
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10 % OFF NEXXUS PRODUCTS

(415) 291-8000

*Special discount for Students
on PRESCRIPTIONS.

out.. . The advice I hear is, ’San
Jose State Ys. they have a lot
of students Va, there are 5.0(10
or 6,000 students who live downtown but they don’t vote.
School’s out in May and the election’s in June. Don’t waste your
time.’
"I don’t consider this wasting
time. I think that the university is
important regardless of what the
student turn-out (for the election)
is
Pandori was able to use Camera 3 and show the film with the
help of Jim /Am the owner of
Camera 3 and an SJSU alumni.
Pandori said, after the speech,
he wished more students had
come to the tree showing.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP

id Paul little,
1111.Ing

Buy 5 items, get a sports bag

3140 De La Cruz Blvd #110
SANTA CLARA
(408)980-9555
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Baseball team beats Broncos 5.3 to even series;
Piraro says squad must sweep Fullerton State
By %lark Smith
The SJSU baseball team came
from behind to defeat local rival
Santa Clara 5-3 Tuesday night at
Municipal Stadium.
With the victory the Spartans
raised their overall record to 42-15
and split the season series with the
Broncos 2-2.
SJSU will use this win as a
"springboard" for the upcoming
series against Big West leader Fullerton State, right fielder Ken Henderson said.

SamandaDorgerDailystanpnotograpner
Shortstop Craig Jacobs slides safely into second base in SJSII’s 5-3 win Tuesday.

Fernandez now suspended
By Randy Robertson

games left in the regular season, all
this weekend against Fullerton
State. Fernandez will not play in
the series. However, if SJSU
makes the NCAA playoffs, Fernandez may be reinstated.
"His situation would he re-evaluated" if we make the playoffs,
Piraro said.
To make the playoffs. Piraro
said he thinks SJSU has to win all
three games this weekend. Piraro
acknowledged that the task may be
more difficult now without team’s
cleanup hitter.
"We wouldn’t have the kind of
record we have without Orzie,"
Piraro said.

Daily stall write,

SJSU first baseman Ozzie Fernandez was suspended indefinitely
for missing curfew last v, eekend in
Irvine.
Fernandez, who is second on the
team with 41 RBIs, sat out Sunday’s 8-4 loss to UC Irvine and
Tuesday’s 5-3 win over Santa
Clara. He is not allowed to practice
with the team. Spartan coach Sam
Piraro said. Fernandez was unavailable for comment.
"When we go on the road, we
have certain expectations of our
athletes," Piraro said. "They are
representing the university."
The Spartans have just three

Ringkamp to start the third
inning. Anderson was rocked for
three runs and six hits in his two
innings of work.
The big blows were a two-run
double with two outs by Bronco
outfielder Drew Miller in the third
and Bill Enos’ 12th home run to
lead off the fourth.
"Anderson’s split -finger fast
hall wasn’t working," Spartan
coach Sam Piraro said.
Henderson answered back in the
bottom of the fourth inning with a
clutch two-out RBI single off the
Broncos’ second pitcher. David
Tuttle, who did not last the inning
It was the Spartans’ first hit of the
game.
Relief pitcher Brian Liguori was
"outstanding", according to Pi ram. He picked up for Anderson in
the top of the fifth inning, shutting
down the Bronco offense for twoSee BASEBALL. page //
plated

Daily stall waiter

After a slow start the Spartans
suffered a blow when they lost
starter Mark Ringkamp in the second inning. He left the game with
back spasms, and his status for this
weekend is uncertain. Ringkamp
has won 10 games for SJSU this
season.
Reliever Paul Anderson re -
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Council Travel

BERKELEY
SAN FRANCISCO
2066 Charming Way 312 Sutter Street

848-8604

421-3473

,Nev Drive To Your New Job
In A New Mazda

OZZIE FERNANDEZ’S CAREER STATISTICS
YEAR

G AB
R H 2B
1988 ‘-i0 12
18 3 3
0
1989 JR 43 127 28 36
9
1990 SR 55 207 38 67 15

38
0
3
3

TOTALS 110 352 69 106 24

6

HR TB
0
3
0
51
2
94

RBI

SB .AVG
0
167
5
283
6
324

SLUG

1
19
41

2

61

11

.420

148

.301

167
402
454
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The end of the semester Is rapidly approaching, and the
Associated Students want to extend some good luck wishes during
finals. For those of you that are graduating, we would like to wish you
continued success in your future plans. For us continuing students, it
looks like we have another fun year or SPARTAN PRIDE and A.S.
sponsored events to look forward to.
To our present board members who are graduating in May (Jim CilleyDirector of Business Affairs; Scott Lane-Director of Sponsored Programs;
Andrew Flores-Director of Ethnic Affairs), we would like to say "thank
you" for a job well done, and good luck,
As Director of Communications, it was my responsibility to promote
our past elections. Astonishingly, only 2000 ballots were cast. True, it is
my job get everybody to vote, but you the students must cooperate also.
I am very annoyed with the student apathy on this campus. For years I
have heard people griping about how the A.S. Is run. If only 2000
students are going to voice their opinion, then the other 26,000 shouldn’t
get upset when the student government decides what’s right for our
campus. Come on! We need to get involved In this school. We can’t let
other people decide for us. We have to make sure that our
decision -makers are the ones that we want lobe there.
We don’t know what every student on campus wants. We need to hear
from you so we can make the right decision. Make this campus enjoyable,
for yourselves and others, Remember that we are the role models for
younger kids in high school and junior high. We must show them that
being in college is fun. This way, they’ll have a better perception of
higher education, and it will make more of them want to comets college.
Let’s make this a team effort. let’s bring
the spirit back that we once had here at San
Jose State!

Damian Trujiao
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS

Os

WI welcome nexl year’s prominent Board May you be
responsive to the erudenli as we fried to be GOOd or,

PRESIDENT

Arises Washington
VICE PRESIDENT

The Assorloted Students would Site Cu thank our
deporting Board for 0 job well done
PRESIDENT

Scott Sorstandrea
VICE PRESIDENT

Itristl Nowa&
CONT/fOri_Ort
Jannis Asses

CONTROLLER

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Todd Lassotris
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS

tfasdnisois Milano
DIRECTOR OF (SSA

’tarsi Podrassi
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

Wall lorkltrisy
DIRICToll OF COMallNICATIONS

Damian Trujillo
DIRECTOR OF ETHNIC AFFAIRS

"Caviar ft. Soriano
DIRECTOR OF INTERCULTURAL AFFAIRS
vacant
DIRECToR OF NON-TRADITIONAL MINORITY AFFAIRS

Ilachollo florgan-Lowis
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
Nicola L.01141$111
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Stophan awrinsan
DIRECTOR On SPONSORED PROGRAMS

Don brook..
DIRECT,’" fit sr, Ill %TS SERVICES

Dino Sutharot

pat Walters
Patrice frissnig
Scott tans
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Jim Claus
DIRECTOR OF CSSA

Kayla Couch
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS

Damian Trujillo
DIRECTOR OF ETHNIC AFFAIRS
Andrew Tharas
DIRECToR OF INTERCULTURAL AFFAIRS

points Asses
DIRECTOR OF NON-TRADITIONAL MINORITY AFFAIRS

Us Coronado
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

Cindy A. Rader
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Dina Sisthorst
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SERVICES
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ETHNIC OUTLOOK
This marks my last column for
1990, as well as my last column for
San Jose State University. I would
like to congratulate the upcoming
directors: and I know that they’ll
do an outstanding job! To the people
who are graduating, I know it’s been
a long and grueling task to accomplish
that goal, and I commend you.
The month of May brings us Black
Graduation and the Chicano Commencem
It is my sincere wish that these s
ceremonies go well.
For those who participated in Asi
Spring Fest,I have nothing bnt
compliments to give you.
I would like to thank all of the
clubs and organizations who participated in the CINCO DE MAY0
FESTTVIES. I know it was very difficult to organize an event of such
magnitude, with many groups having
diverse beliefs. It was a great succe
Let’s keep working together.
Seeing that this is my last column
it will give me a chance to reflect
on the five years I spent at
San Jose State University. I met
many friends and learned a lot
about life. As I look back, the only
blemish that I have of San Jose Sate was
the termination of the sport I dearly
loved:WAESTLING! I leave with a sour
taste in my mouth, knowing that the
Administration does not look out for
the student in general. Let us hope
that in the future there will be the
same pride I felt at San Jose State
the first three years I was here:
The school spirit, the comradre of
all students from all ethnic
backrounds. Let us hope that
those attributes which make a
university great reappear.

This way, I II finally be proud
to be a San Jose Stale Alumni.
May everything come your
way, end neuer stop reaching
tor the stars.
ANDREI.) FLORES
DIRECTOR OF ETHNIC
AFFAIRS
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Women golfers take tourneys
Pat Hurst wins by one stroke
e% Lawrence J. Salisbury
staff writer
Proving their number-one naIlona’ ranking is no fluke. the
somen’s golf team swept past
eight teams, including rival Stanford. en route to a I6-stroke victors at the California Intercollegiate Tournament on Tuesday.
Pat Hurst. ranked third in the nation, led SJSU with a one stroke
victory over San Diego State’s
Joann Walker. Tracy Hanson tied
(or fourth, five strokes off the
pace:
After the first day of play, SJSU
led Stanford by one stroke. Stanford golfer Jodi Figley, who was
leading the field with a one -underpar 71. failed to score a one stroke
penalty. She then proceeded to
sign and turn in the incorrect
scorecard, which is an automatic
disqualification. Stanford then had
It use its fifth golfer’s score.
billy

’We’re almost
running on all
cylinders.’
-Mark Gale.
Women’s golf coach
which was an 87. The additional
sixteen strokes were the difference.
With four players ranked in the
top 18 nationally, the SJSU
women will travel to Arthur Hills
in Hilton Head, N.C., May 23 to
defend last year’s national championship.
"We’re almost running on all
cylinders and our attitude is
good," said Coach Mark Gale.
"We’re ready to go; we just need
to work on a couple of things."
One of the biggest problems will
be putting. Hilton Head has Ber-

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay
7Ao

"irimes

inuda gieens. %MO arc SiliVier
than the greens SJSU normally.
plays on.
"We need to be more aggressive
with our putting," Gale said. "We
have to really hit that ball."
The team is taking their finals
early so they can concentrate on
golf. Gale said.
"School comes first. We’ll get
it out of the way, and then we’ll he
ready logo," he said.
Gale expects that at least four of
the players will be named to the
All-American team after the season ends: Hurst, Hanson, Dina
Ammaccapane and Nini Sterner.
"The freshmen are maturing
quickly, and Pat and Dina are
probably the hest one-two punch in
college golf," Gale si.id. "We just
have to keep doing what we’re
doing."

56"
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Funhouse

Aaron Malchow
MR THORPE
AIRS THORPE

OPERATION
15 T00

MARGARET
MAxwEds

with a pitch to force in a run.
Designated hitter Jeff Ball had
the only hit of the inning.
The team leader in home runs
and RBI’s. with 14 and 77, respectively, went the other way on an 01 pitch and laced a double into
right field. Ball’s hit drove in the
tying and eventual winning runs
for the Spartans.
Rob Andrakin relieved Liguori
in the seventh and picked up his
sixth win against three losses. The
Spartans must sweep the Titans
this weekend to have a chance at
the playoffs, and this latest victory
is a step in the right direction, Pi-

NNW.

Call me today
(local Avon Rep) 8 I will send a
book to your home or business.
Super specie’s for everyo.
Share the book with !amity, coworkers & friends S receive up to
Mr, off or your own order’ Thank
you Also good pert -lime Income

mluir

for the holidays Cell JANE at 2515942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise. knowledge In your
study. field of interest or hobby
$795 tells you where to go & what
to ask for at local agencies who

BK4250
ATTENTION -HIRING! Govt jobs your
area 917.840.169,485 Call 1-602-

SQUARE

FED-

ERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll nowt Save your teeth. eyes
and money, too Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For bro-

ATTENTION MAC USERS,
This summer earn 69-614 hr work
log on the MAC lownediote open.
Inge for WORD. EXCEL and filemaker users Call MACTEMPS tor
appointment 980-6000
ATTENTION. POSTAL JOBS! Start
SI 1 41 hr For appilcatIon Into call
(I) 602.838-6885, Eel
am10 p1,1.? daya

M-4250. 6

AUTO SALES
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
Professional Sales

Uncle. Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who moved
on the US S Boxer CV21? 11 50,
we are having a reunion in Pen.cola. Florid. In Oct The dates are
101h. 11th. 12th & 13th For more
Info, call John Plgman at (415)
656-1497
WIN A NEW BIKE. ENTER NOW’

ing school designed to train
you at one of the area stop
Chrysler Plymouth dealerships All aspects of the suto
business will be covered
Never before nes there been
such a complete ’School of
Training
Guaranteed salary during
training
Paid Vacation
Bonuses by week 8 month
Tired of gobig nowhere. working

Clearbrook of CelHornie
looking tor marketing reps Call

THE 90 DECADE of the environ
rnentr Earn money getting friends

88 FORD BRONCO, XLT trim VB. blue
& white Low mil. still under
warranty Must see Ask for Dave
Or John (415) 856-1497
7) JEEP 86 TOYT 4
pumps. wheels.

new engine.
tires on truck
4

$7250 CJ5 1/8 4 sp newrtiree
wheels new trans. 55500, 2382074

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
ON), 300 1200 2400 baud, Mecin
losh & IBM libraries 25 phone
Knee multi-user chat (408) 3953721. (408) 395.5378, (408) 9299035. (415) 964-6083. (415) 858
8746

FOR SALE
MADONNA.’
MADONNA TICKETS
May 19 and 20th BEST OFFER
Call now 842-5865
MAC PLUS. 512 X enhanced ex cond.
1350 External Apple 35 drive
$275 Call 1415)373.1516
SETS. BEDS. NEW,
Twin set $79. full eel $89, queen
set S139, king set S179 For both
pieces, Bunkbeds $99 D. beds
$99 5 pc bedroom sat 1199

MATTRESS

Desk. 974

dressers 179. chests
delivery" (415)

546. bed -frames
745-0900

SCHWINN SIERRA MOUNTAIN BIKE,
1968, full shirrano componele.
ay.’, cage pedals mint condition. $200 Cell 924-8089 ask for
Chris or leave message

HELP WANTED
EARN MONEY reading
bookI 132,000 yr income poten,
M602-638-6885 E,t
6I Mello

ATTENTION

CATHOLIC

246

FREE ROOM & BOARD, help me with
my 3 kids thru summer Pleese
call 978-1515 or further details
Guaranteed not to be boring’ Females only’
GREAT JOB’ Work with people’ If you
lore fast pace & are well orgs

(408)732-7900
SYNNYVALE

CHRYSLER PLY.
MOUTH

176K El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, Ca 94087
408 732.7800
Rob Schmidt

Milpitas

COUNSELOR CHILD care work
In comprehensive residential
facility with emotionally
disturbed children. age. 7-16
Exp BA preferred
Good DMV required.
$14.700-616.205 per month (46
hour week) Excellent beneftt
3 day ilve-in, 4 days off
Send resume
100F Children’s Horne
P0 B0,119
Gilroy, Ca 950216155
etatf
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential 1.111t les for young adults & adolescent. with aullem & related dime
FT & PT positions avail
Sterling S6411 25 hr Cell (4081
blink’s

448-3953
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring Christmas and next sum
mer break Many positkins Cali
I -605-862-7555, xt

S-I062

EASY MONEY!!!
Up to 87 00Io start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts ...le
Full tlroe and Part time
Position. In Sante Clore Milpitas.
N Son Jose
Medical Dental
Vecetion Plan
interviews tern to 4 prn
Monday thru Eck*,
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd

NEEDED!’ TEACHERS DIRECTORS
Energetic great sense of humor
team planer, child loving persons
to work in our child care centers
Flexible hours available. 6 comp
E C E units required Call today-

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs arribl
Gain great busi
nesa experience earn up lo 54
000 end powerhouse your resume
selling ad splice for your school s
ems students

lege magazine

Sales positions

ily. able to weer site 6-8
Part time

ness experience earn up to 54.000 and powerhouse your resume
selling lid space for your school’s
You’ll receive extenelve
training. materials & support
working for the natkrn’ top col-

eoirion

lege megazine Sales posKions
one editorial position avsll
Call ROBIN or JAY at
(8OO) 342-5118
PART TIMEFULL TIME Primarily light
bookkeeping. some typing Apply
In person only Sen Jose Box 01.

PART TIME POSITIONS available at
Requirenewspaper
weekly
ments exceleni typing, 1.4.1.

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for info
SECURITY OFFICERS

Re
exp, detail orient.
spons vary Pi.. cell 279-2293
PERSONA is pal or an INT L NET
WORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Area. we’re looking for
people Interested in Sales. Acct,
Engr . Admln Suppott & Bilingual
English Japanese positions No
Fee. PERSONA. (408)453-0505
PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment In
the Fall 1990 semester 11 you
would like to work with hand,
’capped children In a school sat
ling for up to 20 hours per weak
next school year. this is your op.
portunly Pick up an spplication
harm In Sweeney Heil 204 or the
Cooperative EducatIon Office.
BulidIng 0 You nu.1 be able to
during school hours
mornings end early efternoons

work

SALES POSITION
PT and FT positIons open $600E2500 wit potential Innovative ex
citing product Free training and
support All office booked apple
Cae THERMAX at 223-1060
’RECEPTIONIST
’Word Prooessor
’Secrete.’
MANPOWER Temporary Services
currently has SUMMER JOBS
with FLEXIBLE HOURS
To apply contact us at
I 85 Park Avenue
San Jo.
(408)996-4444

(406)727-9793

equal opportunity empioyer
MANPOWER
Temporery Secvices

June 1
with 3

officers and ’,lessen All shifts. FT PT, we will
Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
ACUFACTS Inc,
days
week
Security

Easy commute

Share

students (female preutilities
$265 rent
phone incl own room & house

gem
train

ferred)

prvigs Call Klm days 924.2808 or
leave message at 448-7663

260 Meridian Ave Son Jose
SOFTWARE COMPANY OPENINGS
A growing software co is hiring
support 06 FT.
Ii
Technic.’

ROOMMATE NEEDED

slip necessary 2)5eertary FT, communication & writing
skill 31 Tech Wrtter PT. English
major 4) Programmer PT, comp

VALLEY

Flex
hrs
Close to
Bon. Call Amy Be.te

(408)298-0828
STUDENTS.
WE WANT YOU for this Io121
BEST PERSONNEL

WEST

recruits for clerical and technical
positions for your summer and hr.

19208

DECORATOR

Unique 1 bdrm

6T1.111FNTS

tern,

financially

office
secure

& under -grad
eves weeliends

printer Call ANNA

(408) 684S837
Term Papers Resumes

Spell grammar

check

restExpertDependable
Night Saturdays Rush
Locoted in the
Santa Clare San Jose Area
YOUR
WORD PRO.
CESSING and Graphics needs
Call Kale at Technically Typing
Term papers
14081 281.0750

SERVICING

Wordpro-

cesing.WordPerfact 5 1 postscript law printer Close to camPU
pus
del
avail
Student
discounts
EDP
8014 EVELYN

Services

etc Laser printer
grammar spell punc check
Theses

270-

TYPING

BLE RATES

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(406)972-1563
TYPING WORD PROCESSING, fast,
accurate, reasonable All types of

AT

papers Spell checking end proof
reading Same day Service Belly
247-0068. Santa Clara

REASONA-

Need our help
WORD

Quality and accuracy guaranteed
We’re last, dependable. grammar.

(400)223-6102
Word
processing
114 hr 57 50
page whichever Is less’

ports. resumes. etc Free proofing disli storage 251-0449

SERVICES

AFFORDABLE

AND

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate
On T antpu every day
spelling.
punctuation
&
grimmer check
Laser Prill11.,

EXPERIENCED

Free

wordprocessing’ Term papers re

BUTTONS.’
I

ports. group wipers. resumes, letters, these.. etc Loner quality’ All

MADE

FOR YOU

formats plus APA

PROCESSING letter quality
printing copies. etc
CECILIA

aware both college grads Specialty in Science and ell English
eubiecte for theses, papers, re

call John Plginan at (415)

Free
Rae

sonable rates. quick turnaround

turnaround end guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 946-3862
ACADEMIC

Personal Bus
Proposals

Theses
Reports

Trust a pro Reports, theses resumes. letters, mailings. etc

sunglasses
t
of

DESIGNED

Call RAJU at

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

972-4992

for charts. graphs. slides. one
heads, and color tool Plus last

CUSTOM

reasonable rat.
(408) 238-8759

days
Laser

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

clean

thesis.
etc are easy on professors lame
grade conscious graduate Very

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’

656.1497

Long

Available
by appt

checking. grammar check. edit
Ing, powerful graphics progrern

APARTMENT

ics. etc Call (408)984.5203 today’
LETTER QUALITY REPORTS

papers, theses, letters. etc Grad

Borg,Ity, club or busl.ss by selling silkscreened Tskins with

deposit 1 2 270.3290

spa .00

tore Call 994-1340

Norb

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordprocessing to its fullest caprinting
spell
pecity
Laser

Into

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Quality guaranteed Competitive rotes Term papers. tape
trenscription, resumes
theses.
legal papers. malting lists graph-

thesis

Too many reports end vol
enough time, RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING. Resumes term

we are having a reunion In Pensacola, Florida in OCI The dales are
101h, 111h, 12th & 13111 Emma,.

2 BDRM house, share w2 prof Gay
FEM Priv ant bath v. & d, pool,

overheads.
alensn

AAAH,

one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U 55 Boxer CV21? If so,

COMPLEX’S J
Women tookng to there 2 berm 2
bth unit a rasp female student All
close
to
SJSU.
amenities,
5377
ult. 292-4701

mei

fliers. etc I Call PATRICIA In WIL
LOW GLEN 14081 2885668 (leave
message)

LISA S TYPING 8.

U S S BOXER REUNION
Granddad,
W. your
Fether
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend

1 2 blk fon SJSU. 1304.50 mo
1 2 util Avail 6 1 90. 286-2603.

English Degree Word Processing
1.11 lone..., and Destoop Pub
lishIng (resumes.
newsletters

997-

laser print it’ Call 923-3956

(415)962.8801

non-smoker needed to share 2
berm apt w pool Soft street prkrog

Comp

Arlene

Earn money for your fraternity.

quiet female.

SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing? Get help from
Editor 0th
Professional Tech

gernaker
Scanning
Graphic
Arts We proof all our work end

please call
CHRIS at 997-6444
Leave message & I will return
your cell

ROOM FOR RENT Room in 3 berm . 2
ha house In Almaden Valley oval’

EDITORIAL

’Venture DTP WORDSTAR Pa-

RAYBANS RAYBANS RAYBANS
For excellent prices & a large
RAYB
.:4

Error -free papers Impress
profs For this quality, call MUTE.
TYPE "(408)972.8430

your word processing needle! We
have experience in Wordpertect

Bail any lime et 269-1371

Ile. Avail 6 1, 377-9196

grade

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS

FIrnheber at 296-0204

RM in Campbell Females only 2 br 1
I 2 bth, pool. tennis. $345 rno.
S165 sec dep.
I 2 monthly utill

and part time positions
All shifts available

minimum 5 pages
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? 01 course you are A
fleetly typed paper gets a higher

call Plcture Perfect Desktop Publishing end Design now for all

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish to adopt Financially secure
Lot s of love to give Call Pelli or

Guarenteed 001 10 be boring! Females only!

service

resumes,

SUNDAY morning al 10,45 AM at
Campus Chrietien Center. 101h &
San Carlos For more Information

my 3 kids thru summer Plea.
cell 978-1515 for further details

GLEN area
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
Winchester
Call
&
SHIRLEY et 379 3519 $2 per page

TYPING

any

about activities. call Rev

Pert.’ 6 HPlaser Jetli Comode,
stile business experience and tor
Wit LOW
nver
English
major

AAAAHA!! LOWER RATES 6 HIGHER
satisfaction’ Are you. perfection Is, when It comes to your reports,

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every

en-

message

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full

tosh

security

FREE ROOM 6 BOARD, help me with

(415)275-1059.

floe, 912 Town & Country Village
Mon through Friday 10 AM-5 PM

facilities,

aortal..
3647

Is waiting to meet you’ (408) (415)
toll. If
only $2
976-2002 18

carport, cable hook-up,
t 1th SI (em 280) $725$1325 mo Cell 288-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete

sp.. 3 week course at night.
Min 2 yr degree required cop

school

free derails Call today! Somers.

trance.
780 S

at (916)-481-4083
SALES’ ELECTRICAL! Full time posi.

scl

7th, pkg. cable. 2684439

laundry

Call SUSAN

(800)342-5118
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY
Campus Connection needs ambitious students Gain great busi-

$630 to. CIO. to SJSU, 571 S

voice mail service, you don’t have
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call 1408) 968-2523 for

FOR RENT, large 2 berm 2 bath, remodeled. clean and quiet &Kurily building. OR street parking

lion, FREE training & placement
Classes slart in June Limited

945-0919

Santa Clare

Bel
ENGINEERING SUMMER JOB
moot publisher na perfect job for

SAFARI,
el NORDSTROM

Montague Hwy 840

CHILDCARE

suite V. Los Altos, (415)949-2933

new fragrance

your

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mee
ico.
Hawaii,
Europe,
United
Stenos? Call for low Ir fares Per

hear six exciting messages from

FOR LEASE.? bdrrn. 1 lath apartment

Purchase

ports, NY Times, & Let ’ Go’) For
details call (2120364-2000 or write
AIRHITCH, 2790 Broadway Ste
100, New York. NY 10025

quality people or you can record
your own message And with our

Third St. with kitchen 1375 mo
Call 238-6424 295-4271 evenings

SAFARI

tare’

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?? Jet there anytime from
SFO or LAX for no more than
$289, or from the East Comet for
no more than $160 with AIRHITCH
M. (as reported in Consumer Re

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life
Now you cell find love, romence.
or adventure es easily as picking
up your phone Mel 976-2002 to

DOWNTOWN STUDIO San Jose ION

SELLING ASSISTANTS MODELS
lot RALPH LAUREN,

COMMUNITY

Roberts Bookstore

HOUSING

Mon-Fri 2 30-5 PM, 1235 Oakmead
Pkwy, Sunnyvale. call 245-2911

punctuelion
and
sentence structure (knowledge
We on Turabien APA S Campo.
formats) Equipmeni used Word

credit card for you and your par
cots Cell ANDY at 243-2830

DE LA. Gen 6 0-Chern. Phyelcs,
elc 24 different books evellable am
.._$Ralun Bookstore Idownsteirs) &

135 W Santa Clara. San Jose

w grernmer

student discount card now’ Also
ask about the T W A Getaway

FILES
from
Professor
throughout USA Firarn problems
with proleors own detailed solutions
Available for e mgt.
fleecing courses. EFT. Calculus.

hours, part-time or lull -lime As
erne is /19Tritiv. Nati I-Week
Take CASH home daily!
PIZZA A 0000

RUSTY SCUPPER RESTAURANT is
now hiring full
part time hoe
I hostess & food servers Apply

published

EXAM

To be on the Driving Team, you
must be to. have own car. Insurance. clean DMV, very fleeible

sional delivery now PT. Tu.
Th 1-5 30 PM Sat 108 PM Call

All locstlons Outgoing personal

SALES MANAGER
AVAIL
POSMONS
ABLE!’ Full & part lime perm.nent & summer positions Refer.
ono. required Northern Calif
Nannies. 4546 El Camino Reel.

RETAIL APPLIANCE STORE sell. answer phones, general rnisc occa-

TAGE HOTEL, 1820 Barber Lane

and one editorial position twee
Call ROBIN or JAY at

have

57411 hr

264.4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 1or
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers reeeaccn connects
rellUrnes Will gladly assist

TRAVEL

call Fettle, Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryon al 298-0204

SCARY UNIFORMS’
JUST A FUN,COOL PLACE
TO WORK.

Unwanted

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS, T W A Of.
ems SJSU students 10.. off any

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 305 8 00 PM, Came.. Christi.
Center 10th & San Carlos For
more Into about other ectivitle

NO DORN Y HATS OR

winning learn

NEWMAN

CLINIC

probe 247-7486. 335 S Beywodf
Ave .5.., Jose

TODAY GONE TOMORROW’

soup

lads etc All formats Including
APA Laser printer Ouicit return
Transcription seretus avellable
Phone
Almaden Branahm area

heir removed forever by speciel
1s1 Confklential Your very own

Unwanted hair dissappears with
my care
GWEN CHELGREN
BE
559.3500 1645 S Bascom
Ave
aC
Campbell
HAIR

(408) 0461996 Mr Heggern

We are now hlring food servers
Call 866-8560

ELECTROLYSIS

Let me prirma.ntly remove your unwanted hair (chin bikini turmny-mousteciwbeck.
etc I t5r discount to students &
faculty Call before May 31,(990, II
the Ili appoint...I is I 2 price

true

professional dependable service
CALL LINDA TODAY for cipertenced
prOleitilionid *Ord processing
Theses term papers group pro

RESEARCH SERVICES

(415)641-5036

lodes

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 820.160
per hour. part tIrne A dream come

247-2681 8 ernlepm for worryfree

Tutoring, consultation. bIliogrphic materiels, end edging eery
ices Final draught preparation

BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving. waxing.
tweezing or using chemical dopIll-

In Student Activities & Services
Office. CAE. bps Ii 50.824.S950

during mummer

*old autonever
mobiles
auto sales
current
Invite
also
We
people who feel they haven’t

who

AUTOMOTIVE

toms Avalleble poorer.. now
Call 1-805-682-7555. wl C1255

bartenders.
Weans’
Greet student lob Apply 374 S
IC ST , San Jose, 280616T

edition You II receive extensive
training
materials. & support
working for the nation’s top col.

call today
Ask for Mr Green

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4 -wheelers,
TV’s. stereos, furnIture compel’
era by DEA, FBI IRS end U S cus-

Walters,

long hours 6 making lithe
or no money, Apply for one of
these positions today This
school wes designed for people

Submit entries to ADM 242 by

donated by
Specialized Bicycle Components

EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring now!,

Starts May 28,1990

been properly trained to enroll
There Is limited specs. SO

Questions, Call 924-5900

part
time catering & banquet cook
Apply 374S Ist St , call 280-8161.

nixed. we need you! Front desk &

Name the new Environmental
Plan on 7th St
5 PM. Mon . May 251h
Students & ststf are eligible to
enter Prize hard rock bike

Become pan of

bell.. Eves S weekends avail
Flex hrs THE BEVERLY HEM-

Medical benefits
U S S BOXER REUNION
Father, Granddad,
your

Was

14151 593-

Training School
ENROLL NOW!
Thie Is a comprehensive traln

chure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 In San Jose

well-versed In fund
9119-Louise

MICKEY MOUSE WATCH
wrist band. (sentimental

PERSONALS

SUMMER SIX -WEEK DATA ENTRY
CLERICAL POSITION From July
9 thry Aug 17, 55 35-S6 05 hr, 2530 hrs wk. 1.1-E. Ilarn-Sprn Apply

Call

EDITORIAL.

value) REWARD. Call 298.7828

called water & that brown stuff
called all Environment products
registered with the E PA 30.

EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs

’338-8885, eel R4250

110266. Campbell. Ca, 95008

WASHINGTON

w red

3149

will assist you free of charge
Please send check to HART. Box

PERSONAL LOANS up to $25001P!
(Subject to credit approval) Call

LOST"

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM

Services

Choose From
Call (408)238-2329

LOST & FOUND

1340, never a fee

RESTAURANT-ROOH’s CAFE SALSA
OF SAN JOSE

Creative Products

Many typestyles and designs to

5550 month Ingle occupancy

oftic

commission to etarl

ANNOUNCEMENTS

sober required All hard
wood Moors ’meted al 551553 S
6th SI Call MIKE at 293-0989
quiet

receptIonIste, genic-el
and data entry clerks We
also ...Trull for technical pool lions Pay metes vary depending
on lob skills and work teeperienCe
Call us TODAY for your summer
or future employment Call 98.4

002 100 000 3 6 4
000 100 30x 5 41

Classified
AVON". Buy or sell

11

Classified
WE WANT YOU FOR the (obi
BEST PERSONNEL recruits tor
secretaries. typists. word pro

and family oft OW toxic

major

STOLE
-f

Boehner, Tuttle (4), Brust (4),
Fabela (6), Hotchkiss (7), Flynn
(8) and Helm. Ringkamp, P.
Anderson (3), Liguori (5),
Andrakin (7) and M. Brown, Havel
(8). W-Andrakin (6-3).
L-Hotchkiss (6-2). 2B-Ball (SJS),
Kennedy (SC), Miller (SC).
HR-Enos (SC-12). Top
Hitters-Miller (SC) 2 RBI; Ball
(SJS) 2x4, 2 RBI. Team Records:
Santa Clara 24-28-1; SJSU 42-15.

Engineering

Ar.

THORPE

ram said.

Jr Sr Grad

sAY vorif GOT
Mil’ 10 SEE IF
’
Mu. PULL OUT.

Woo Is.
ff,18 Iffi -

SJSU 5, Santa Clara 3
Santa Clara
SJSU

YOU HAVE TO et 11\10- I’M
RusS. KNOWN STACE SINCE
3 AV* 1ANCA tiOcS 1.1si
FINISHED OPERATING.

SEVERED
SEVERAL. INTERNAL BLEEDING
ACM DUE TO LkErlATION OF...

Baseball: Spartans beat Broncos
I ram page 10
innings.
The Spartans woke up Offensively in the bottom of the seventh.
They put together a three run rally
.with only one hit.
Spartan shortstop Craig Jacobs
1.1,4 on base via a costly error by
Bronco shortstop Mark Lewis and
moved to second when Tom
Hotchkiss walked third baseman
Hanf. Steve Anderson, playing first base becasue of the suspension of Ozzie Fernandez, laid
down a sacrifice bunt, moving the
runners to second and third.
Eric Booker walked to load the
haws. and Mike Gonzales was hit

11

Also. Desktop Publishing
(408)297-3978

SPELCHEK

diesoimumaymamollessimemommimmimmmemionimmi
ummENINNEINE
Print Your Ad Here
(Count appravunate)y 30 letters and spaces for each lone)
Ad Rates

nib

Minimum three lines on one day
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I
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One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

E xtra
Day

3 Lines

$430

$5 30

$5

80

$605

$635

$1 10

4 Lines

5530

$6 30

$680

$705

$730

$1

5 L Ines

$630

$7 30

57 70

$805

$825

$1 45

6 Lines $720 $8 25 $8 70
Each Additional Line Add $1 00

$895

$925

$1 60

30

Semester Rates (All Issues)
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1
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1_1
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1

L

I

Print Name..

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus lines $9900

Phone 924-3277

Address

Phon.

City 8 State

Zip
F0’

Enclosed is

Lines

Days

Circle a Classification:
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

Travel

For Sale

ost 8 Found

Typing

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside WLNIO?

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University

Personal

=mm18=1=14=

I

item mem me

mot

Two days

prior 10 publication

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose. California 95192

*aim eim

Deadline

No

mum

refunds on cancelled ads

Emt non =omens am ton

e
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I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
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SPARTAN DAILY

THURSDAY

MAY 10

1990

Ends Today May 10th
Ii

Come to the ’1
IBM PS/2 Fair
MAY 9TH AND 10TH
11114/1

UMW

Come to the IBM PS/2 Fair. Have some fun with the
IBM Personal System/2 Try itsee how you can
get more done in less time. Then ask about:
easy-to -use, preloaded
software
special student prices*
affordable loan payments*
The IBM PS/2 Fair is a fun way to
learn some valuable lessons for
college and beyond.

S/2 1

i .111111.111111H1111111M11111111111111111111IN:

4ZUVOMOSIOSSASNIMONMiliMMIONNIONO

Join IB

an. ’Spartan Bookstore in the Art Quad
Wednesday, May 9, from 10 am. to 4 p.m.
Thursday, May 10, from 10 am. to 4 p.m.

Get your hands on a PS 2-- and take one home!
Immediate availability on selected models
when purchased with cashier’s check or credit
card!

See the new RISC System/6000
meet your SJSU collegiate reps
and
!I Register to win a variety of prizes II

NEM
41
1=1,

This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2’s through participating campus outlets. Orders are subject to
availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice.
IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
IBM Corporation 1990.

MIS
MI

!MN

